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Jail back in service
again with holding cells

Firemen
continue
battling
barn blazes

By AMY WILSON

Staff Writer
After being closed for more
than six months, the old Calloway County Jail has opened its
doors as a 96-hour holding
facility.
"I am proud to have it open,"
said County Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams. "This will really help
us."
CalloWay's jail was closed in
late March because it did not
meet state jail standards.
County officials had been told
that if renovations were made to
the old jail located on North
Third Street, it could be reopened
temporarily until the new jail was
completed.
Since then, the Calloway
County Fiscal Court has proceeded with plans to construct the
new $3.87 million facility on
North Fourth Street. The new
detention facility will feature 125
---beds,"11 of which will be permanent and 14 placed in holding
cells.
It is slated for completion by
July 19%.
The renovations to the old jail
included painting, replacing ceiling tiles, adding stainless steel
commodes in the bullpen, adding
a penal code lock' steel door
between the kitchen and the
booking area and upgrading the
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By JIM MAHANES

Staff Writer
Two more tobacco barn fires
kept Calloway County FireRescue busy Monday, making a
total of eight such fires since
Sept. 4.
The first blaze Monday was
reported around 10 a.m. off Van
Cleave Road at a barn owned
by Joe Pat Hughes.
According to CCFR Chief
Greg Cherry-, the barn contained
3 acres of tobacco owned by
Nelson Key. CCFR responded
in less than 10 minutes of
receiving the call with two
trucks and approximately nine
firefighters.
"We were able to save a large
portion of the barn and the
tobacco this time," Cherry said.
"This is the first tobacco and
barn we've been able to save
this year."
Cherry said damage to the
40-year-old barn and tobacco
lost still totaled an estimated
$18,000.
The second fire occurred

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
The old Calloway County Jail, sporting a newly painted interior, has
opened its doors again as a holding facility.

fire alarm system.
According to County Treasurer
Sue Outland, the renovations cost
approximately $8,000.

duty at all times that inmates are
held.
The jail will not be able- to
house female inmates, special
needs inmates (excluding intoxicated males) or juveniles.
"We opened at noon Sept. 11,"
said Deputy Jailer Floyd Dawson.
"I don't think we have had over
four prisoners. We have three
right now."
The jail, which can hold 17
inmates, can only function as a

The county was also required
to secure all duct work of conduit
inside inmate living areas in a
penally-approved manner,
remove all steel bars from showers, close the maximum cells on
the west side of the jail and
ensure all emergency equipment
is in proper working order.
Two employees must be on • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County firefighters Mike Herman and Rick Bucy fight
another tobacco barn fire. This one, off Van Cleave Road is the
eighth tobacco barn fire since Sept. 4.
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See Page 2

Candidates give lecture to higher education
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Paul Patton and Republican Larry Forgy did not deliver their standard campaign
speeches to a gathering of higher
education administrators and
officials.
Instead, the gubernatorial candidates took time to point out

some of the problems of higher
education and insisted it was
largely up to the people in the
room to fix them.
Like parents scolding squabbling siblings, the candidates told
the university leaders to quit their
fighting, their costly competition,
turf battles and backbiting or else
have someone do it for them.
The event Monday was the

annual gathering of governing
board members and university
administrators organized by the
Council on Higher Education.
Forgy said there is a "tremendous amount of carping" in
higher education.
Forgy said the council, which
is supposed to provide the direction for all eight of the state universities, has instead become a

"collection of regional
interests."
"Cooperation is vital to the
future prosperity and the future
effectiveness of public higher
education in this state," Forgy
said. "You do not want the legislature to reform higher
education."
Patton said the political power
of individual institutions often

It was an interesting twist to
the ordinary campaign speeches,
pleas for assistance and pledges
of fealty that the two candidates
make to large, influential interest
groups.
Although there was a bit of
that — Forgy reminded the audience he had been an administra-

drives the system of higher education. "I see endless turf battles," Patton said.
"Somebody or some entity
must be in charge," Patton said.
Patton said that should be the
council and he would ensure it
had the authority and direction to
rein in a system often driven by
petty interests, not the best interests of the state.

IN See Page 2

Senate ag committee chair
offers hybrid farm bill
By ROBERT GREENE
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee has crossbred a
farm bill proposal that phases out
traditional crop programs with
one that keeps them intact.
The result might be agreement
among Republicans on cutting
$16.5 billion from government
spending on agriculture over
seven years.
The proposal released Monday
by Sen. Dick Lugar, R-Ind.,
would offer one program for
wheat and corn, another for cotton and rice.
BERNARD KANFJLedger & Times photo

Linda Stratton, Rebecca Irvin and Mayrelle Clark sort items Monday prior to the Community Resource
Fair.

Clothes collection under way
Collection of children's clothing
for the Community Resource Fair
began Sept. 18th at the National
Guard Armory on 121 North next to
the CCHS baseball field. Coats of
all sizes for both children and adults
are also being collected for the
distribution at the September 30th

event_
Coats in need of cleaning may be
taken to Boone's Laundry and Dry
Cleaners at 605 Main Street.
Boone's is again providing cleaning
of coats as a community service.
Children's clothing of all sizes
including infant through teens will

be collected at the Armory from 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday this week or students may
take items to school with them.
The clothing exchange in conjunction with the Resource Fair
II See Page 2

Midwestern Democrats, including Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., offered a populist approach that doesn't touch
cotton and rice, largely Southern
crops that depend more heavily
on government payments. Sen.
Howell Heflin, D-Ala., has
offered a proposal to deal with
those two crops and peanuts.
The committee gets to work
this week, as early as today, on
coming up with its share of cuts
needed to balance the budget.
Reductions in nutrition programs

acreage. Rice millers and others
fear a loss of rice acreage.
The Lugar proposal would
increase the proportion of cotton
and rice acres not eligible for
subsidies to 35 percent, from the
current 15 percent, as a way to
save money.

such as food stamps and school
lunches would bring the total cuts
over seven years to more than
$48 billion.
The proposed cuts are higher
for agriculture than the $13.4 billion originally suggested by
budget writers, who seek to
balance the budget by 2002. The
cuts of $32.7 billion for nutrition
are lower.
By offering a mixture of proposals, Lugar embraces parts of
the "Freedom to Farm" act
being debated this week in the
House Agriculture Committee.
That proposal, by the committee Chairman Pat Roberts. RKan., would replace traditional
crop subsidies with a fixed but
declining payment.
The idea is to wean producers
from crop payments, although
some payments would remain at
the end of seven years. Farmers
would be free to plant whatever
they wanted as long as they followed conservation riles.

A proposal by Sen. Thad
Cochran, R-Miss., chairman of
the commodities subcommittee,
took that route but offered only
25 percent as the proportion of
unpaid acreage. A similar bill in
the House by Reps. Larry Cornbest, R-Texas, and Bill Emerson,
R-Mo., would preserve traditional
spending but increase unpaid
acres to 30 percent.
Additional cuts in farm spending would come from the dairy
program, export subsidies and
promotion, and reform of the peanut and sugar programs. Acreage
would It capped for the Wetlands Reserve Program, which
seeks to retire environmentally
sensitive land from production.
Senate Democrats, meanwhile,
offered a bill embodying their
prexiously announced proposal to

Cotton and rice producers, who
are concentrated in the South and
receive heavy farm subsidy payments, objected. Cotton growers
fear a sharp increase in cotton

II See Page 2
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Paperwork begins in sheriff's lawsuit •Jail...
FROM PAGE 1
Stan Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A five-year lawsuit between
the Calloway County School
Board and the sheriff's department may be heard by the state's
highest court as early as midNovember.

"The state Supreme Court has
agreed to review it and this is as
high as it can go," said Calloway
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose. "I
feel really good that the court has
agreed to hear it."
According to a spokesperson in
the Kentucky Supreme Court

Lincoln SALE
Pre-Owned and Program tars

1995 Lincoln Town Car
White, Signature Series, Blue Leather Interior, Loaded,
Extra Sharp.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Red, Executive Series, Red Leather Trim.

1995 Lin

own Car

•

White, Executiv

nes, Blue Leather Interior.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Gray, Executive Series, Gray Cloth Interior, Nice.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Silver, Signature Series, Gray Leather Interior, Sharp and
Loaded.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Green,Signature Series, Green Leather Interior, Extra Nice,
Loaded.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Champagne, Signature Series, Saddle Leather Interior,
Loaded, Extra Nice.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
Champagne, Signature Series, Saddle Leather Interior,
Sharp.

1995 Lincoln Town Car
White, Executive Series, Gray Leather Interior, Sharp.

1994 Lincoln Town Car
Silver, Executive Series, Gray Leather Interior, Loaded.

1994 Lincoln Town Car
White, Executive Series, Blue Leather Interior, Loaded.
1994 Lincoln Town Car
White, Signature Series, Blue Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

clerk's office, the school board
attorney filed a brief Sept. 13.
"The respondent's (attorney for
J.D. Williams) brief is due by
Oct. 13," she said. "The school
board will have 15 days to
respond to that brief and then if
there are no other motions, it
could be the middle of November
before it goes to court."
Williams, currently county
judge/executive, was the sheriff
at the time of the lawsuit.
The lawsuit was sent to the
state's highest court after the
Kentucky Court of Appeals
refused to reconsider a ruling it
made in January regarding the
amount the sheriff charges to collect school taxes.
The Court of Appeals had
ruled that the sheriff has the right
to keep 3 percent of the tax proceeds to cover his collection
Costs.
According to state law, the
sheriff's department can keep 1.5
percent to 4 percent of the collected tax.
However, the school board, in
a lawsuit dating back to 1990,
said the school district should

III Clothes...
FROM PAGE 1
allows students to exchange outgrown clothing or items they no
longer wear for items they can use.
This year the Community Resource
Fair wil serve all schools in both the
city and county systems.
Volunteers are needed to help
process clothing including sorting,
sizing and mending during the
hours 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday-Friday at the Armory.
Members of the following churches are reminded of the suggested
volunteer service schedule: Mondays Sept. 18 & 25 - 1st United
Methodist Church; Tuesdays Sept.
19 & 26 - Goshen, Kirksey, South
Pleasant Grove and Coldwater
Methodist Churches; Wednesdays
Sept. 20 & 27 - Glendale Road
Church of Christ and Palestine
Methodist; Thursdays Sept. 21 & 28
- University Church of Christ; Fridays Sept. 22 & 29 - First Baptist
Church.
Other church members, groups
and individuals willing to support
these efforts are asked to contact the
Family Resource Center at 7533070
Community members and organizations are encouraged to donate
new underwear and socks for distribution at the Fair. These items may
also be dropped off at the Armory.

pay only the actual cost of collecting the tax.
The lawsuit has focused on
collection charges made from
1986 to 1992.
"It's been going on long
enough," Williams said. "It is
time to get it settled."

II Senate...
FROM PAGE 1
save $4.2 billion in farm spending over seven years, the cut
proposed by President Clinton.
The bill would use two levels
of so-called marketing loans to
support prices for corn, other
feed grains and wheat, as well as
soybeans and other oilseeds.
The first layer of loans would
be based on the current congressionally set target price for corn,
other feed grains and wheat.
Growers could repay the loans at
less than face value if sales prices
fall below the target prices. The
first 22,000 bushels of feed
grains or the first 15,400 bushels
wheat would be covered.
The lawmakers said the proposal would protect family farmers
and reduce payments to big producers. Payments would be strictly limited to $50,000 per
producer.

Man killed
in tractor
accident
FREDONIA, Ky. (AP) — A
Fredonia man died Monday when
the tractor he was driving overturned and crushed him, police
said.
Joseph Wayne McGowan, 51,
got too close to the edge of an
embankment on Kentucky 91,
about a half-mile south of Fredonia. The tractor tipped, slid down
the embankment and then overturned onto McGowan, police
said.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
1-8-5
Cash 5
3-5-18-25-30
Pick 4
7-7-8-0

Every day, your
United Way
helps people in
our communit get
back on their feet.
Giving them a new
start. A second chance.
A reason to hope.

Sponsored by:

1993 Lincoln Town Car
White, Executive Series, Blue Leather Interior, Loaded.

1993 Lincoln Town Car

96-hour holding facility. However, that comes in handy when it is
necessary to make a trip to one of
the surrounding jails.
"It has already cut down on
transporting because we can take
a whole load instead of one at a
time," Dawson said. "It helps us
with our manpower because it
keeps us from having to call people in at night."
Prior to the jail reopening, jail
officials were required to transport prisoners immediately after
they were brought in because
there was no holding facility
available in the county.
Outland said the county had
spent $9,655.40 on mileage to
transport prisoners from April 1
to Aug. 15, which excludes any
overtime mileage.
"We can keep people for things
like DUI and assault," Dawson
said. "We can also keep the work
release prisoners because they get
out in the day and only stay in
the jail at night."

Evidence of the renovation is
very clear, Dawson said.
"This is a lot cleaner and we
are having to do things differently," he said. "We have to have
two people here at all times. I
think this is one of the best things
that has happened."
Ron Hanley, jail service specialist for 32 counties in. western
Kentucky, worked closely with
the county on the renovation
project.
"He has helped us a lot and has
been with us all the way," Dawson said.
Although the population in the
new jail is relatively low now,
Dawson said he expects the numbers to increase as soon as the
work release prisoners are
brought in.
"I look for the numbers (of our
prisoners) to come down in Marshall County," he said. "We
won't be able to house Class D
felons, but this will continue until
we get the new one built — as
long as we follow the
regulations."

•Firemen...
FROM PAGE 1
around 10:30 p.m. Monday off
Highway 783, about one mile
south of Southwest Elementary
School.
Cherry said the barn was owned by Gene Darnell and the
tobacco belonged to Mark
McClure.
The barn and the tobacco were
a total loss.
"Taking into account the barn
and the tobacco, the total was
around $40,000 in damages sustained," Cherry said.
Sunday, the Hazel Fire Department and CCFR responded to a
fire at a barn owned by Shea
Sykes just outside the city limits
of Hazel.
Sykes also owned the tobacco
inside the barn.
The fire occurred around 6
a.m. off Mason Road and was
listed as a total loss. Damage
estimates were unavailable.
"These barns burn so fast, it's
hard to save anything from them
once they've caught fire," Cherry
said.
The eight fires Calloway County has experienced is an alarming
number, according to Will Ed
Clark of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
"Although conditions may
change, to have this many this
early in the year is extremely
alarming and we still have a long

way to go," Clark said.
Clark estimates Calloway
County has lost close to $300,000
in tobacco and property in the
last two-and-a-half weeks.
"This number doesn't take into
account Graves County either,"
Clark said.
According to extension tobacco
specialist Dr. William Maksymowicz of the University of Kentucky's tobacco extension office
in Princeton, Calloway and
Graves counties are the leading
producers of dark fired tobacco.
"In all, we've had 15 fires this
year between the two counties.
This year is starting out as bad as
any I've ever seen," Clark said.
"What alarms me is that I know
of some farmers who have not
put their tobacco in the barn yet."
Clark said the most dangerous
time for firing tobacco is the
finishing.
"After the tobacco is dried out,
they fire it a couple more times
to put a finish on it. At this stage,
the tobacco is more vulnerable to
fire," Clark said.
"If this keeps up, we could
lose 40 to 50 barns this year,"
Maksymowicz said. "We like to
stay optimistic and think that the
number will drop, but if we're
not careful we could be looking
at over $1 million just in lost
tobacco this year, not including
the barns."

•Candidates...
FROM PAGE 1
tor at the University of Kentucky
and a governing board member
— the candidates mostly told the
higher education officials what
they would not get from their
administrations.
The higher education community has established an informal
goal of a 7 percent annual
increase in state funding in the
coming budget.
Patton threw cold water all

over that.
Patton said .the public is more
interested in tax cuts and promised only that higher education
funding would keep up with
inflation, even if budget cuts had
to be made.
Forgy was a bit more optimistic, indicating he might be able to
recommend a $35 million annual
&mese, rather than the $50 million sought.

Mocha, Executive Series, Tan Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

1993 Lincoln,Town Car
White, Executive Series, Blue Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

1992 Lincoln Town Car

• WIN A CRUISE
TO THE BAHAMAS

Red, Executive Series, Red Leather Interior, Loaded.

1992 Li

Town Car

cola®

Blue,Executive SerilliVre-Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

1992 Lincoln Town Car
Blue, Executive Series, Blue Leather Interior, Formal Roof,
Loaded.

1992 Lincoln Town Car

It's Easy! Just Register At

•4s-

The Wash Without
the Wear with
Amana's Exclusive
Stainless Steel Tub

Gray, Executive Series, Red Leather Interior, Formal Roof.

1991 Lincoln Town Car
Maroon, Signature Series, Red Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

Enjoy these other fine
features by Amana:

1991 Lincoln Town Car
Blue, Signature Series, Blue Cloth Interior, Local Trade In,
Nice.

1989 Lincoln Town Car
White, Executive Series, Red Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

1988 Lincoln Town Car

FORD
MERCURY
:LINCOLN Parker Ford

Black, Signature Series, Black Leather Interior, Local Trade In.

Lincoln-Mercury
701

Main St.

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-5273

lW6501W2

• Large 2.68 Cu. Ft. Capacity
• Single Speed
• 3 Wash/Rinse Temperatures
• 7 Cycles
• 1 -Year Full Warranty
• White-on-White Styling

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Geo
and

Toyota of Murray
Hwy. 641 South
Made Available By
CABLE
'Lifetime Television and
Murray Cablevision."
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Only

Drawing Held
October 2, 1995

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY

*Must be 21 relit or older to
enter. No purchase or subscription necessary.

Court Square - Murray

753-1713
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Series of improvements begins at Expo Center
Bigger and beuer. That's the type
improvements were long overdue
of shows expected to be scheduled
and something that horsemen deat the West Kentucky Exposition
manded for the safety of their
Center after they received the first
valuable stock." Kirks presented
installment of a $24,000 grant from
these findings to Dr. Tom Auer,
the Murray Tourism Commission
dean of the college of industry and
(MTC).The Cooperative agreement
technology, who enthucisicrically
became official this summer with
supported her request to improve
the transfer of an $8,000 check, Expo services. Citing the economic
enabling Murray State to sport a
impact derived from Expo Center
completely new stall system to
events, Auer and Kirks immediately
house horses brought in for shows at
went to work to prepare a series of
the Expo Center.
presentations and approached the
The installation of portable units
tourism commission for assistance.
which make up 40 stalls are now
Judy Gargus, MTC director, said
ready for occupancy in the white
the Expo Center has historically
barn behind the Expo Center. The
played an improtant role in bringing
stalls were delivered from the Kanpeople to the Murray area. "Events
sas City, Mo. firm of W.W. Manat the Expo help keep tourism a
ufacturing. who was the successful
constant factor after the peak sumbidder responding to specifications
mer traveling season has ended,"
established in a lease-to-purchase
remarked Gargus. "With the addiagreemen
tion of the new horse stalls, we
"Installation of this type of equip- envision different types of shows
ment will modernize facilities at the
coming in. This brings in a variety
Expo Center and bring it in line with
of people, who in addition to attendthe kind of services that people in
ing the shows,eat in our restaurants,
the horse industry look for when
stay in our hotels and shop with
booking shows: explained Jim
Murray merchants."
Vaughan, assistant dean in the colKirks says more shows are allege of industry and technology. ready appearing on the Expo scheVaughan credited the persistence of
dule. In addition to five shows
Expo Center manager Mary Kay
sponsored by the American Quater
Kirks as an instumental factor in
Horse Association (AQHA), and
securing the stall system. "Being in
intercollegiate horse shows, the naclose association with horse owntional Barrel Horse Association
ers, Mary Kay knew that these (NBHA) will host four sanctioned

shows during this season. Shows
featuring different breeds of horses
will also hopefully soon be added.
Kirks and staff members Doug
Shields and James Oakley utilize
the summer months to prepare for
the peak scheduling season of September through June. During that
time the Expo is given a thorough
cleaning, and other projects like
painting is done. New tile was put
down in the lobby and meeting
room areas this summer, and the
parking lot was seal coated. Kirks
emphasized that more dirt has been
added to the arena base to create
improved footing, and DUST
DOWN has been applied to the
grounds. "Horse owners will be
happy to find these improvements,"
said Kirks. "The application of
DUST DOWN is becoming very
popular and will greatly enhance the
atmosphere inside the Expo Center
for all events."
The largest facility of its type in
the Purchase area, Vaughan says the
Expo Center is actually a "dirt floor
extension of the Regional Special
Events Center" soon to be constructed, and says the goal will be to
bring in activities that will eventually fill both facilities. He explains,
"The flexibility of the Expo Center
attracts a wide variety of events
such as circuses, equine events,
trade shows, festivals, etc. We want
to not only continue to do what we

have been doing, but bring in even
more types of programs to the area.
The generous grant from the Murray
Tourism Commission will enable us
to strengthen a component that is
already in place and make it even
better."
The Expo Center has seating for
2,700 spectators, all offering a clear
view of the 23,000 square foot
arena. The interior also includes a
8,500-square-foot staging area,
concession booths, wash pins,
locker rooms, classroom and offices. A self-contained conference
room with facilities is available for
meetings or banquets. Modernization measures has also been extended to equipment recently put in
use at the Expo. These include a 575
John Deere 33 hp skid-steer loader,
Kubota R510 front-end loader, and
Reveal 4-N-1, an innovative piece
of equipment which replaced several pieces of mechanical maintenance equipment used for conditioning of the arena dirt floor. A
large exterior overhead door has
been replaced and Facilities Management crews recently upgraded
landscape projects to improve the
appearance and ease maintenacne.
Visitors to the Expo Center will
quickly notice attractive advertising
signs being placed on the outside of
the arena fence. Prepared by a local
professional sign painter, the signs
feature three-color design and are

HOROSCOPES

WASHINGTON — After three years of negotiating limits on
imported tobacco under GATT, U.S. Senator Wendell Ford
(D-KY) recently said an agreement has been reached on maintaining a stable import quota which will benefit domestic growers.
Ford said negotiations on the import level, which has been
announced by President Clinton, will ensure that huge imports of
tobacco, like those experienced from 1991-1993, would not be
allowed in the future. The President's announcement, known as a
"Tariff Rate Quota Proclamation," will set the import limit of
foreign tobacco somewhere between 1991 and 1992 levels —
roughly 150,000 metric tons. In 1993, more than 340,000 metric
tons of foreign tobacco came into this country. "This is good news
for our tobacco farmers, ensuring a stabilized import level for
many years to come," Ford said. "We've had a tremendous fight
on our hands, but I'm pleased we've reached an agreement that
should prove to be of great benefit to Calloway County farmers."
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Letter of Appreciation
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Dear Editor
The staff at the Center for Accessible Living would like to extend
our
deepest appreciation to the Sigma Pi Fraternity at MSU. Taylor Cline was
able to organize volunteers, in a short amount of time, for a consumer that
needed assistance in moving furniture into her apartment. Although we did
not get the names of all the MSU students who helped, your assistance
was
very much appreciated.
)
A special thanks goes to the individuals who made generous donations of
furniture for this consumer. It's very heartwarming to have a caring
community that joins together to help those in times of need.
Jeanne M. Gallimore, Director
1304-U Cheatnut Street
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, KY. 42071

SUPPORT OUR CITY GOVERNMENT
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Be ANYONE...
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MIX &
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(
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Price!

World of Sound

.0

222 So. 12th • 753-5865
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WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 20, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your.phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN TkIE a risky scheme. Trust your instincts.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Important financial growth wirbe Capitalizing on your specialized
accelerated by a new partnership. knowledge will boost your earning
Your powers of persuasion are at an power. Loved ones are unusually
all-time high. You easily sell others cooperative about cutting expenses.
on adopting your goals. January of An evening at home Lon be an inex1996 brings exciting employment pensive way to entertain friends.
opportunities. One-on-one relation- Keep the menu simple.
ships flourish! Next May, travel for
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
both business and pleasure, but mind may be a million miles away
watch a tendency to overspend. from the business at hand. Neither
Timely home repairs are essential.
your fantasies nor your fears will
CELEBRITIES BORN ON materialize. Use words to praise and
THIS DAY: movie star Sophia support, not condemn. Set a good
Loren,jazz great Jelly Roll Morton, example for children.
hockey player Guy La Fleur. actress
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Rachel Roberts.
Your excellent taste delights a newARIES(March 21-April 19): Do comer. A carefully chosen gift will
everything you can to avert a clash let someone know that you really do
of wills. A disagreement may not be care about them. See if a costly
resolved for some time. Interviews, business trip can be avoided by
auditions and meetings should go using the fax or e-mail.
beautifully today. Seek solitude
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
tonight to recharge your batteries.
21): Expect the unexpected today!
TAURUS (April 20-May Ni:
l' Although you are ready to make a
Your instincts lead you to make a fresh start, certain people may resist
shrewd investment. Look forward to change. Learn more about ESP.
good financial news! Contacts with yoga and reincarnation. Romance
friends and business associates make beckons this evening. Show your
this a very busy day. This evening. tender. compassionate side.
take time for fun and relaxation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Iron 19): Pour effort and money into
out bothersome details involving innovative creative projects. A darpaperwork or procedures. Remem- ing approach will pay off royally!
ber, nothing good comes easy. Meeting an adversary face-to-face
Refuse to let minor annoyances get helps you emerge the winner. Conto you. A major public relations sult a design expert regarding a
effort will produce wonderful home-remodeling venture.
results. Avoid rocking the boat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Your job performance and track
You will enjoy being thrust into the record win you new contracts and
limelight today. Your positive•atti- respect now. Seek bigger assigntude has caught the attention of ments. Show that you won't take
prominent people. Give free rein to "no" for an answer; eventually a
your creativity, but guard your pri- business associate will come around.
vacy. Be more discreet about past Emphasize mutual benefits.
romantic ties.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An out- Make the most of your present job
of-town business meeting will rather than taking a new one. Your
require special handling. A sudden productivity rises when you concenchange in career direction could trate on one task at a time. Do not
cause a temporary cash shortage. count on your colleagues supporting
Think twice if an associate proposes a bold, new idea.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright and responsible but sometimes hesitant to make decisions. Create a happy and serene home environment for
these youngsters and their self-confidence will blossom. Gentle and trusting.
these Virgos will have many friends. The ideal career will give the opportunity to help other people improve their lives.

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

available to businesses for an initial
fee and reduced annual renewal.
Additional funding sources are now
being targeted in hopes of replacing
stalls inside the main Expo facility,
a move that Kirks says when completed will provide a totally interchangeable system. These recent
improvements are only the beginning of what may come in the future
since the facility is constantly being
surveyed to ensure that it meets the
needs of the region.
"Money for this grant came from
a convention tax," explained Gargus,adding that the Expo presently
owns the closest identity to a convention center for this area. A
Murray State advertising/Spanish
graduate of 1993,Gargus received a
master's degree in Journalism last
December. Her role with the local

tourism commission leads in many
directions to assist groups with
projects that promote tourism
growth in the Murray community.
She says one of the commission's
primary purposes is to help fund
community projects that will bring
people into the area.
"This grant represents a three
year pledge of support to the Expo
Center and recognizes their importance in creating events which
promote tourism," stated Gargus.
The example set by Expo officials
under the direction and leadership
of Dr. Auer, coupled with the
commission's extended endorsement will allow the Expo Center to
take on an even greater role and
strengthen the tourism bond. A
move that Gargus says ultimately
benefits the entire community.
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Thursday Night-A.Y.C.E. Seafood Platter
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Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon Frr
7-5
Sat. 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. •

Murray • 753-1111

Just Think WhatYou
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save.
( Like one of our blowers for instance.)

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
•Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
•Business
*Long Term Care

$32a95
With 16" bar

The 029 Stihl Farm Boss'
Anti vibration • Side access chain tensioner • Lifetime ignition warranty

57-1H1—'

Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelin

753-4703

A completely new stall system Is now In place In the white barn located
directly behind the West Kentucky Exposition Center. The modern stalls are
part of a series of Improvements recently completed or In the planning stages
that will help keep the Expo Center competitive In scheduling regional events.
Funding for the stall system was provided through a three-year grant
awarded by the Murray Tourism Commission.

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St.
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Crossing the river
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. L'VC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Three men and
a welfare debate;
search for the center
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Perhaps down the road they will be
rivals in a presidential race of historic proportions. But, for the
moment, Bill Clinton, Bob Dole and former Gen. Colin Powell are
awkward allies of sorts, searching for what the soldier-turnedauthor calls the sensible center of American politics.
The tie binding them together, perhaps reluctantly, is the debate
over welfare reform and its always thorny, often fractious, subplots.
These range from how to treat unwed mothers who have more
babies to whether immigrants welcomed legally into the United
States should be denied its social safety net.
In his new role as political commentator and perhaps candidate
in waiting, Powell takes issue with both the substance and the tone
of today's debates over welfare, immigration and other emotional
social issues. In his view, politicians who are quick to defend subsidies to farmers and corporations are in a calculated rush to criticize unwed mothers and their children.
"There is such an edge to some of the rhetoric associated with
these positions that very often a meanness creeps into the dialogue
and an intolerance creeps in," he said in an interview Monday. "I
think we have to stop demonizing each other."

Grandparents Day. One of those
Hallmark ocracions. A manufactured holiday that has more to do
with marketing than sentiment.
That's my first reaction. Cynical.
But then I find myself humming
under my breath. And then singing
in muttered phrases, the way you do
when you're trying to remember
words to an old song: "Over the
river and through the woods, to
grandmother's house we go."
Sister Aloyisius taught us that
tune in first grade. I remember the
words were hard to learn, but I loved
them. The notion of riding in a
horse-drawn sleigh through drifts of
snow as crisp and white as Irish
linen appealed to me. I could almost
hear the sleigh bells, feel the sharp
pokes of winter through the horsehair blankets that would keep us
toasty warm until we got to grandma's.
When we pulled up in front of the
house in the woods, it would look
like something from a Courier and
Ives print. Smoke curling from the
chimney, and the porch stacked
with enough wood to warm us
through every winter of childhood
and beyond.
There would be good-natured
laughing as we scrambled from our

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Ttrnes columnist
places, eager to get inside to the
roaring fireplace and the smell of
fresh-baked piies. We might be
unloading armfuls of gaily wrapped
packages when suddenly the front
door would open, and an old man
and old lady would burst.through it,
throwing open their arms to welcome us.
Their hair would be silver, and
they would wear those little wirerimmed glasses that nuns and old
people wore. He would be tall and
handsome, maybe just beginning to
stoop a little from all those years of
having to duck as he went through
low doorways. She was tiny, spry,
and apron'd, her small hands dusted
with a light coating of flour from the
cookies she was making for her
beloved grandchildren.
When I got home from school the
day Sister taught us the song about

going to grandmother's house, the
first thing I did was find my mother
and ask: "Where do my grandparents live?"
"Who wants to know?" she demanded. When I told her about the
song and the adorable house in the
woods, and my hopes that I had
relatives like that she said curtly,
"Your grandmother lives in New
York. Papa died when I was
twelve."
When she turned abruptly to the
refrigerator to begin preparations
for dinner, I knew further talk about
grandparents was over.
A few days later, however, with a
little wheedling, she told me about
her father. His name was Sydney,
and he was tall and handsome and
gallant. Her mother, "Mama" she
called her, was practical and thrifty.
As in,"Mama knew how to stretch a

dollar."
With that, my mother went upstairs and came down with an old
picture. "These are your grandparents," she said, thrusting the old
studio portrait at me. "Mama and I
never got along."
I never learned much more than
that about my gran ndparents,except
for a few anecdotes about my
grandmother's skill with a needle
and thread, and the fact that she
convened to Catholicism after her
husband's untimely death. The only
thing I knew about my grandfather
was that my mother peeked at his
feet when he was laid out in their
parlour for his wake. "I wanted to
see if he had shoes on,"she told me.
Today, the week after Grandparents Day, all I have left of my
grandparents is the Victorian photo
of a couple staring at a turn-of-thecentury camera mute and unsmiling. I search their faces for clues,
connections to my mother and to
me.They might as well be strangers,
this proper pair in their high button
shoes. They seem nothing like the
grandparents in the song Sister
Aloyisius taught me,except they are
on the other side of the river.

Easy for him to say, he readily admits, because his goal these
days is selling books — not trying to set policy or secure votes.
That's where Dole and Clinton come into the debate, each vying
for a victory on an issue with proven voter appeal.
Posturing aside, Clinton and Dole aren't terribly far apart on the
issue, or that far from Powell for that matter. But they don't have
Powell's political freedom.
In addition to worrying about a presidential campaign, Dole is
the Senate leader, charged with navigating a welfare overhaul bill
through a chamber where he has a narrow Republican majority, and
many internal GOP differences.
The strains of his search for common ground on welfare have
been quite public.
For most of the summer, he spoke out against a proposal to deny
additional benefits to mothers who have more children while on
welfare. But he had to give ground and support such a "family
cap" to quiet conservative critics, and even spoke in favor of the
idea during last week's Senate debate.
Nevertheless, an alliance of GOP moderates and Democrats
stripped the family cap from the Senate bill, guaranteeing contentious negotiations with the more conservative House.
Dole also was an early critic of denying welfare benefits to legal
immigrants, but signed off on the idea as part of his compromise
with conservatives. Yet while campaigning over the weekend in
Florida, where Cuban-American votes are critical to GOP campaigns, Dole appeared to retreat, saying legal immigrants should be
eligible for sortie benefits.
Those remarks brought immediate criticism from Texas Sen. Phil
Gramm, the presidential rival who has been tugging Dole to the
right throughout the campaign.
"I don't think we ought to be asking people to come to America
to go on welfare," Gramm said Monday.
For Clinton, the tugging has come from the left.
Heading into the 1996 campaign, Clinton is determined to finally
deliver on his 1992 campaign pledge to "end welfare as we know
it" — even if he has to sign a Republican-authored bill with some
objectionable provisions. The current Senate bill, he says, "is within striking distance."
Indeed, Clinton is so determined that he is prepared to sign a
measure that would end the federal government's guarantee of welfare benefits to every American in need — a major break from
Democratic Party orthodoxy.
"I cannot understand how this could be happening," said New
York Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, one of liberalism's unflagging,
but currently outnumbered, voices.
It is happening because the center of American politics has
shifted, away from the New Deal approach that Moynihan laments
is being dismantled before his eyes, but probably not as far to the
conservative side as, many in the Republican Party would like.
Powell suggests this "sensible center" is made up of common
sense folks who reject the "very, very harsh rhetoric on the right"
but also the "patronizing liberals who say let's just throw government money and government programs at these problems, which
has never solved them before."
Clinton had this same group in mind over the weekend as he
sounded a hopeful note, despite the difficult debates ahead. "If we
can find common ground on the issue of welfare reform, surely we
can find it in our efforts to solve our other problems — especially
in our effort to balance the budget," Clinton said.
Dole, not ready the cede the center even as he tries to
please the
right, took much the same tone.
"1 think people want to see us get things done," he said.
"They
don't want us bickering about who did this or who did that.
Get it
done."
EDITOR'S NOTE — John King covers national politics for
The Associated Press.
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Bias watchdogs pick wrong tree
Beverly Schnell is the kind of
stubborn lady who believes that
when she's right,she is right. And no
one -lawyers, bureaucrats or liberal
do-gooders - is going to tell her
otherwise.
That's why she has just won a
two-year legal battle that began with
what seemed to be a harmless
classified newspaper ad for a handyman.
Ms. Schnell, divorced and middle-aged, lives in an old two-flat
Victorian house in Hartford, Wis.,
which is near Milwaukee.
A few years ago, she tried to rent
the second apartment to someone
who could do handyman work in
exchange for a break on the rent.
So she put an ad in a local
newspaper. The ad said: "Apartment for rent, 1 bedroom, electric
included,
mature
Christian
handyman."
There was no response, so she
placed another ad that said: For rent.
1-bedroom upper flat. Appliances
and electric paid. Looking for mature handyman or couple."
Boy,oh boy, was she in trouble.
Why, you ask?
Obviously, you are not sensitive,
politically correct and hip about
how we must regard our fellow
man, woman or whatsis.
There was the word "handyman."
HandyMAN. That is sex discrimination because she was rejecting
handyFEMALES. or even females
who might not be handy.
And she engaged in religious
discrimination because she said,
"mature Christian handyman."
In Milwaukee,there is something
called the Metropolitan Milwaukee
Fair Housing Council. Its do-gooders snoop the classifieds, looking
for ads that discriminate.

So she's lost the income from that.
She works part-time as a florist to
scrape by and to help her elderly,
sick mother.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
And when they spotted Ms.
Schnell's ads, they pounced.
They called Ms. Schnell and
explained her misdeeds.
She was flabbergasted. A deeply
religious person, she said that the
ads simply meant that she wanted a
geezer with decent values who was
quiet, stable and handy with tools.
And she would have accepted any
religion.
So the do-gooders offered her a
deal. They would drop the charge of
violating the state's fair-housing law
if she would pay $500 for their
lawyer's fee and $50 for their efforts.
As they said, she didn't have to
use the word "Christian." She could
have said that she wanted someone
with "traditional family values."
Which is kind of stupid, if you
think about it. She might then have
been discriminating against gays or
couples who don't believe in marriage or a married couple who
believe in swapping-sex parties.
So she refused to fork over $500
for their lawyer and $50 for their
petty-cash fund.
Instead, there was a hearing by a
state agency, and the bureaucrats
said that she lost.
Which made her even more indignant.
So she told her lawyer to appeal
the ruling. It went to a higher court,
which declared that she should have

her day in court and that a trial
should be held.
So before a jury trial was held,the
do-gooders offered her another
deal.
They would settle for a mere
token payment of $50. Ah, but that
would have meant that they won and
she lost and she could be asked to
pay their lawyers'fees, which would
add up to thousands of dollars.
She told them to forget it.
So they offered her another deal.
They would drop the case if she
would take sensitivity training and
agree to a confidentiality agreement. In other words, they didn't
want her or her lawyer to talk about
the case.
She told them what they could do
with that deal too.
So they caved in. Rather than take
a chance on losing the trial, they
said they wanted the case dismissed
completely.
To their surprise, Ms. Schnell
tried to reject that too.
As her lawyer explained: "She
didn't want it dismissed. After what
she's been through, she wanted her
day in court. She wanted a trial so
she could prove that she is not he
kind of person who would discriminate.
"She hasn't rented for three years
for the fear that she'd be sued again.

"She's angry and feels that the
Fair Housing Council was unfair
and heavy-handed. And that they
aren't interested in whether a person
is innocent, but just pushing their
agenda.
"The council didn't want to go to
trial because the jury would hear her
intent and the way she meant it. She
was looking for someone with good
values. The definition of Christian
in the dictionary also says it is
someone of good values. She meant
it like that. She didn't want a
criminal or a party person. She
wanted a reliable, law-abiding citizen. But she didn't phrase it in a way
to avoid discrimination charges."
But the judge said the council
could get the case dismissed without
a trial.
And that made Ms. Schnell the
"prevailing party." In other words,
she won.
Is that the end of it? Maybe not.
Now, she's thinking of another
appeal that would require a jury
trial.
"She believes someone has to
stop the spread of this kind of
thing," her lawyer said. "If people
don't stand up for the truth, then
organizations will continue to do
this to innocent citizens."
And she still could use a handyman. Oops, that should be a handyperson. Or maybe a handycreature.
Is there a handywhoozits out
there?
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North Open House Thursday
North Calloway Elementary Parent-Teacher Organization will host
the annual fall open house on Thursday, Sept. 21, starting with a
PTO meeting in the gym at 6:30 p.m. This will include a presentation of PTO membership prizes to students, presentation of PTO
purchased PA system for school, fall events and schedule, and introduction of North's faculty. Refreshments will be served and persons
will tour the building. Also at the meeting the North Site-Based
Decision Making Council will present and review the Transformation Plan at the meting on Thursday. Copies of the plan are on file in
the school library and principal's office for parents or interested
individuals to review.

East will honor grandparents
East Elementary School PTO will honor grandparents this week.
Persons having a grandchild in primary grades (K-3) is asked to
come on Thursday, Sept. 21, and those having a grandchildren in
fourth and fifth grades come on Friday, Sept. 22. The hours will be
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. for the grandparents to visit the classrooms,
observe daily activities and be served refreshments. Those planning
to auend are asked to call Ben Bromley, 759-4550, Karen Eldridge,
759-9410, Cheryl Hicks, 436-5619, Cheryl Raspberry, 436-2936, or
Mylendia Slade, 759-1540.

CCHS Council meeting Thursday
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Sept. 21, at 6:30 p.m. in the school library.
All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will conduct a special membership meeting
on Thursday, Sept. 21, at 6 p.m. This meeting is to determine the
number of members prepared to pay for club membership for
1995-96 Civitan year beginning Oct. 1. The meeting place for this
session will be the lower level basement area of University Church
of Christ, across from JCPenney, at 801 North 12th St., Murray.

BPW will hear Dickerson speak
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club will meet
Thursday, Sept. 21, at 6 p.m. at Holiday Inn. Debbie Dickerson will
speak about "Fire and Safety in the Home." All members and interested persons are invited.

Home Department plans meeting
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Sept. 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Richard Hoffman will present a program on "Gardening." Hosteses will be Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Lillian Robertson, Dorothy Jennings and Gladys Jarrett.

Joint meeting will be tonight
A joint meeting of Democratic Executive Committee and PattonHenry Coalition will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in Miller Courthouse Annex, Murray.

Mill Creek holding revival
Mill Creek Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located on Jones
Mill Crossland Road, is holding revival services through Wednesday. The Rev. Robert Rush is the speaker for services at 7 p.m. A
potluck dinner will be served Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 5:30 p.m.
prior to the revival service. The Rev. C. William Jones Jr., pastor,
invites the public to attend.

4-H Bicycle Rodeo on Saturday
The. 4-H Bicycle Rodeo will be Saturday, Sept. 23, from 9 to
11:30 a.m. behind Calloway County Middle School. There will be
six safety courses for participants to maneuver. Helmets will be
required and some will be provided. All ages are welcome. Prizes
for first, second and third prizes in each age division will be
awarded at noon. A bicycle, donated by Wal-Mart, will be the grand
prize. A fee of 25 cents will be charged for registration.

A.A. meeting at Center Thursday
Accessible A.A. meeting will be Thursday, Sept. 21,1tt 7 p.m. at
Center for Accessible Living in Dixieland Shopping Center, 1304-U
Chestnut St., Murray. For information call 753-7676 and ask for Pat
Martindale.

Ladies' Fun Night Thursday
Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday, Sept.
21, at 5:30 p.m. This will be a steak dinner at $6 per person. For
reservations call the pro shop or one of the hostesses, Jackie Abbott,
Susan Fisher or Linda Pate.

Ministerial Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 8 a.m. in private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Chaplain Mike Rumble, president, urges
all ministers to attend.

Arnie Beth Bruce
and Corey David Belcher

Bruce-Belcher wedding
vows to be said Sept. 23
Ms. Paula Bruce of Benton announces the approaching marriage of
her daughter, Arnie Beth Bruce, to Corey David Belcher, son of Mr.
and Mrs. David L. Belcher of Benton.
Miss Bruce is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth Creason and the late
Paul Creason of Benton and the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Illa Perry
and the late Hal Perry of Benton.
Mr. Belcher is the grandson of Mrs. Moline Bennett and the late
Jesse Bennett of Hazel and of Mr. and Mrs. Urban Belcher of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1994 graduate of Marshall County High School.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is currently attending Murray State University.
The wedding vows will be said Saturday, Sept. 23, 1995, at 2 p.m.
at New Bethel Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Church liaison brunch
planned by LifeHouse
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will have an appreciation
brunch for all church liaisons on
Saturday, Sept. 23, at 10:30 a.m.
at Murray Christian Fellowship,
next door to LifeHouse, 1506
Chestnut St., Murray.
All liaisons are asked to please
call LifeHouse at 753-0700 so the
center will know how many will
be attending.
Information about the annual
LifeHouse banquet on Nov. 18
will be distributed at the brunch.
This year's speaker will be Carol
Everett, a former abortionj provider, who will speak about her
experiences in the abortion indus-

Jewelry collections on
display at the library
A collection of original jewelry
is on display during the month of
September in the foyer of Calloway County Public Library.

Clothing needed for Fair
Collection of children's clothing and coats of all sizes started
Monday, Sept. 18, for the upcoming Community Resource Fair to be
Sept. 30 at CUrriS Center, Murray State University. There is an
urgent need for new underwear and socks also. Items for the clothing exchange may be taken to the National Guard Armory during
the hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, until Sept. 29
or sent to school with students. All city and county school students
and families will be able to participate in the fair this year. For more
information call 759-9592 or 753-3070.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, Sept. 21, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Callowly County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-1- 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-% p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Placa
7C1-2180

PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Library patron Donna Story stops
to admire the display of handmade jewelry In the foyer of Calloway County Public Library.

Works of San Francisco Artist
Arlon Knudson, Oakland Artist
Lisa Graves and New York City
Artist Kaari Meng are being
shown.
Knudson blends a dissonant
harmony of all the quirky elements of any design he creates.
Graves who designs under the
name of Asil is known for the
unique way she uses glass in
jewelry making. Meng uses antique vintage findings, beads and
crystals to produce her unusual
accessories.
Gerry Reed of the Public
Library staff said "nothing is
mass produced and all items are
handmade in the artists' studios."
The exhibit will continue
through September and the public
is invited to view the exhibit.

HARVEST TIME AT
THE CABIN!

For Your Convenience Now Oilers

Daily Monday-Friday

try. Ron Beaton of Paducah will
be master of ceremonies.
A church liaison represents
LifeHouse in his or her church.
Each liaison receives a monthly
newsletter and information about
any special events. The liaison is
then asked to share that information with the church congregation. Anyone who might be interested in becoming a church liaison may call LifeHouse.
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women is a non-profit Christian
ministry that provides emotional
support and practical help to
women experiencing unexpected
pregnancy.

66.

Ffips

Fall Wreaths & Swags
Scarecrows • Dried Flower Arrangements
and much more!

By Way of the Grapevine
Open Wed.-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 1-4
Hwy. 121 South to Old lialem
Rd.

-

Tuesday, Sept. 19
Children's clothing collection for
Community Resource Fair/8 a.m.-4
p.m./National Guard Armory.
Murray Planning Commission public
hearing/7 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Music D•partm•nt of Murray
Woman's Club/6 p.m./club house.
Hunter Education Course/6
p.m./Calloway County High School
Cafeteria. Info/753-8073 or 759-4807.
Alpha Mu 04780 of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority/Bingo
games/6 p.m./West View Nursing
Home.
International Folk Dancing/7-8:30
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Info/753-6460.
Quill Lovers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice,
474-8774.
St. John's Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship/7 p.m.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS Chapt•r of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
-Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Christopher's Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymousiop•n
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m.; Enrollment/8
p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 20
Children's clothing Collection for
Community Resource Falr/8 a.m.-4
p.m./National. Guard Armory.
J.N. Williams Chapter of UDC/1
p.m./home of Sally Livesay,
Quilting classes for mothrs of infants
and/or toddlers by Family Resource
Center/10:30 a.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ. Info/753-3070.
Reservations for Christian Women's
Club luncheon .on Friday at Seven
Seas due tonight/753-3999 or
753-2399.
Murray Art Guild open/1-4 p.m.
Songfest by Church Women United/
2:30 p.m./Fern. Terrace Lodge.
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf/9
a.m., bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf/9
a.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 20
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Duncan's
Grocery/8:30-11:30 a.m. and East Y
Grocery/12:30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m/for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Pals play/1 p.m.
Senior Golf League/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
First Presbyterian Church ARKWOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.:
Session/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Dobson
Tapes/6 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church COW7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Preschool Music
and Choristers (K-4 Music)/4:15 p.m.;
Kid's Club/5 p.m.; Singers Unlimited
(5-8 Music)/5:30 p.m.; Adult
Handbell/6 p.m.; Bible Study/6:30
p.m.; Church and Society Work Area/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Westsid• Baptist Church Baptist Men
and Baptist Young Women/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Ufe Christian Center service/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/8 a.m.; Evening Prayer/5:15
p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Young-atHeart/noon at Parish Hall; Mass/6:30
p.m.; TeenLife/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30

Eim•m Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting/7 p.m., Choir/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
revival/12:14 and 6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church BSU luncheon/
noon; Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
College Career Bible Study, Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Ellbie Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible Classes/7
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.

Kentucky Finance
Celebrating 50th Anniversary
with

Customer Appreciation Days
Thursday & Friday, Sept. 21 & 22
Business Hours Will Be Extended Until 8 p.m.
Regular Hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-2621

Compare Our
Price & ,Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

fr GOLDEN CHINA

*--
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New Dinner Buffet
Served Daly 5-8 p.m. stating Friday September 22
Inducing the most popular dishes:
General Tso's Chirien, Fivpy Fa,Ternyaiu
Chicken and more!

'5.99
"The best choice at the bwest price!"

Luncheon Buffet
12 it Ito; Fits webs
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Daily

753-8916
Central Shopping Center Murray
(Beiween Rig B and Taco John's)

$4.35
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Defensive Racers move to No. 19 in 1-AA
Nutt applauds
defensive stand
against SEMO
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Houston Nutt is'iunning out of
positive things to say about the
Racer defense. However, he's yet
to use this time-honored coaching
gem: The best offense is a good
defense.
"Offensively, I still think we're
sputtering a little bit at times, we
stop ourselves," Nutt said at
Monday's press luncheon.
"We're still turning the ball over
too much, but thank goodness for
the defense - it gives it back to

us so we have more opportunities
and that's why we're being able
to score that many points."
Powered by a defense that
hasn't allowed a touchdown in
the last nine quarters, Murray
State is off to a 3-0 start for the
first time since 1984.
And, after Saturday night's
34-0 win over Southeast Missouri, the Racers vaulted from 24th to
19th in the latest Division I-AA
poll.
Murray State will get its toughest challenge thus far Saturday
evening when they travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn., to take on Ohio
Valley Conference leader Middle
Tennessee (2-1).
"It comes at a perfect time,"
Nutt said of the challenge. "I
don't think we have to worry

about our guys looking up where
they're ranked or worrying about
how good they are. Last week,
we did, and I was proud of how
they handled the week. This
week, they know they're in for
the real thing. I believe they'll be
focused."
Defensively, Murray State is
tops in the Ohio Valley Conference in all four defensive catagories, including points allowed 5.6 per game.
Nutt figured before this season
started that his defense was better
than the unit that was at the bottom of the OVC in 1994, but
they've progressed faster than he
imagined.
"We were hoping, but we
didn't know they'd be at this
point so soon." Nutt said.

DIVISION I-AA POLL
HUNTINGDON VALLEY, P. (AP)- The top 25
NMI in the $ports Natio* Dkision I-AA Mabel
pol, WM records through Sept_ 17, Orel-pleos room
in parentheses, opera points and mincers ranking:
Record Pts Prr
I. McNees* $ums (56)
34-0 1872 1
3-0-0 1747 2
2. Appalachian St. (4)
2-0-0 1897 3
3. Boss StMe (6)
2-1-0 1541 4
4. Idwiriel (I)
34-0 15iM 5
5. Stephen F Airman (1)
2-10 1437 7
II. Montana
3-0-0 1403 •
7, Troy Stale
2-1-0 1270 6
S. James Madison
2-1-0 1201 9
S. Eamon KenercIty
3-0-0 1166 10
10. SaAtteni U. (1)
11. Detrawe
2-0-0 1126 11
2-0-0 974 14
12. Central Florida
13, Idaho
1-1-0 900 16
14. Youngstown Stale
1-2-0 776 15
2-0-0
767 15
15. Boston U.
IS PenrisyNarila
14-0 704 17
17. Rldunond
34-0 633 20
2-1-0 572 13
15. Geer?' Southern
3-0.0 471 26
it 114MAY ST.
20. Wiliam II Mary
1-2-0 415 19
1-1-0 296 12
21. Grairtgrig Stale
22. Northrn 'slows
1-2-0 290.21
23. INselem IMnole
2-1-0 202 23
24. Northern Arizona
2-1-0 237 25
25. Holten'
34-0 224 -

Nutt said his defense passed
one of its first true tests Saturday

night when SEMO took advantage of a muffed punt. Racer
return man Reginald Swinton
fumbled a punt in the second
quarter that gave the Indians
(trailing 14-0) the ball at the Racer 9-yard-line.

"There's an attitude right now,
there's enough pride there
where...'we're not going to let
them cross that last white line.'"
Meanwhile, Murray State's
offense continues to be effective,
if not spectacular.
Though averaging 34.7 points
per game and 442.7 yards per
game (11th in the nation), Nutt
has been bothered by turnovers
and simple mistakes.
"Nobody's stopped us yet,
we've stopped ourselves," Nutt
insisted.
Murray State's success on
offense can be attributed to the
emergence of tailback Derrick
Cullors (152.7 rushing yards per
game) and a solid performance

Aided by an unsportsmanlike
penalty against SEMO, the Racers sent the Indians backwards
and watched a field goal attempt
sail wide.
Nuu said his defense rose up
when they could've blamed the
fumbled punt.
"In years past, I think it would
be easy just to let the gate
open...'Hey, it's not our fault.
We'll go a little bit, but we were
just out here for 12 plays, now
we're back on the field on a special teams mistake,'" Nutt said. • See Page 7

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER
•

Bruised Miami
batters Steelers
in 23-10 victory
Marino returns
after Pittsburgh
LB keeps pledge
By STEVE WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) - While Dan
Marino was merely bruised, the
Pittsburgh Steelers were beaten.
The Miami Dolphins forced
five turnovers and dominated
Pittsburgh 23-10 Monday night,
even though linebacker Greg
Lloyd made good on a pledge and
knocked Marino out of the game
late in the third quarter.
Marino bruised his chest and
could have returned to the game
if needed. Instead, he watched
from the sideline in uniform as
the unbeaten Dolphins closed out
their third consecutive victory,

day now."
Before departing, Marino
threw a 28-yard touchdown pass
to Terry Kirby. Bernie Parmelee
scored on a 2-yard run, and Pete
Stoyanovich kicked three field
goals.
Pittsburgh fell to 2-1 when a
rally in the final period fell short.
Third-string quarterback Jim
Miller threw a 27-yard touchdown pass to Ernie Mills with
eight minutes left, and the Steelers reached Miami's 8-yard line
with four minutes to go before
J.B. Brown's fourth-down interception ended the threat.
"Every turnover was very
big," Pittsburgh coach Bill
Cowher said.
Miami has outscored its three
opponents 95-27, and the defense
has allowed just two touchdowns
while totaling 14 takeaways.
"For the first time since I've
been here," Cox said, "I think
we've got more talent on defense
than on offense."
But despite the domination by
Miami, Lloyd's tackle vas the
defensive play that everyone
talked about after the game.
Most of the Dolphins declined

"I'm going to be fine," Marino said. "I really just got the
wind knocked out of me bad."
He had been warned; Lloyd
spoke last week of trying to
knock Marino "into next week."
"I don't think he quite got
knocked into next week," Dolphins linebacker Bryan Cox said.
"But I think he's at about Satur- • See Page 7

Punchless Angels
falling in AL West

A

The Associated Press
California Angels manager
Marcel Lachemann knows his
team has a problem.
"You'd be somewhat of an
idiot if you're not concerned,"
he said Monday night after
Oakland beat California 4-0,
cutting the Angels' AL West
lead to two games over Seattle.
California, which had an
11-game lead in the AL West
on Aug. 9, has lost five straight
and 23 of 31.
"We're not scoring runs, and
when we are scoring runs we're
not pitching well," Lachemann
said. "It's just not meshing."
The - Mariners maintained a
one-game lead over the New
York Yankees in the wild-card
race by routing Texas 8-1. New
York kept pace by rallying to
beat Toronto 9-2. Kansas City,
meanwhile, dropped PA games
back in the wild-card race by
splitting a doubleheader with
Minnesota, winning 16-7 and
losing 10-4.
"I don't know what teams
are going to be involved, but it
will go down to the last two or
three days of the season," Ran-

WILD CARD RACE
American
W
Seattle
70
New York
89
Kansas City
88
Texas
68

Losgus
L Pct.
63 .526
64
.519
64
.515
65 .511

National League
W
L Pct.
Los Angeles
70 82 .530
Houston
89 63 .523
Philadelphia
88
67. .496
64
67 .489
Chicago
San Diego
64 68 .485

GB
1
VA
2
GB
1
4'A
54
6

gers manager Johnny Oates.
"But I won't guarantee you
which will be the two teams.
We have five teams playing for
two spots now."
Seattle hasn't been this close
to first since trailing Texas by
2% games June 11.
"We've noticed it's gotten a
little closer," Mariners manager
Lou Piniella said. "If we do
well in the race that we're
focused on, good things can
happen in the other race. Let's
leave it at that.At Oakland, Doug Johns
(5-1) pitched a two-hitter, and
the A's took advantage of
Chuck Finley's wildnesS.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 1. Times photo

Murray's Sarah Snyder (left) attempts a shot in Monday night's game against Lyon County. Snyder had two goals and three assists in a 10-2 win.

Lady Tigers crush Lyon 10-2
Marshall downs
Lady Lakers 6-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Mary Kay Howard scored four
goals, including three in the second half, as Murray pounded
Lyon County 10-2 in a Second
District soccer contest Monday
night at Ty Holland Stadium.
Murray led just 3-2 at halftime,
but pulled away in the second
half to the easy win.
"We switched some players
around to get some more scoring,

and it worked out pretty well for
us," Murray coach Mark Kennedy
said.
Sarah Snyder opened the scoring with a goal off an assist from
Courtney Christopher, then
assisted on Howard's first goal.
Jeanne Maddox put Murray up
3-0 with an assist from Allison
Cantrell, who returned to action
from an injury.
Lyon's Kara Knoth scored two
goals in the final three and onehalf minutes of the first half after
Murray goalkeeper Robin Myhill
left the game with an injury.
"Robin came out for the ball
when a girl was ready to shoot,
and right when she went for the

ball the girl kicked it and kicked
her right in the face," Kennedy
said. "She had to get some stitches for her lip and she was a little
bit dizzy, so she'll be out for a
while."
But after the close first half,
Murray blew Lyon away in the
second 40 minutes.
Christopher assisted on goals
by Maddox and Snyder before
Snyder assisted goals by Howard
and Maddox, making it 7-2.
Howard then scored two straight,
on an assist from Samantha
Hogsed and unassisted, before
Christopher finished the scoring
with an assist from Sara
Williams.

Murray out-shot Lyon 29-6.
Murray (5-3), ranked 17th in
the state, plays at Marshall County Thursday night and hosts Henderson County Saturday.
"At this point we're without a
goalkeeper, but we'll probably
fill in with Hillary Belcher,"
Kennedy said. "She has trouble
punting the ball because of a leg
injury she has, so we'll have to
things
some
change
strategically."
Marshall 6, Calloway 0
DRAFFENVILLE - One
IN See Page 7

UK's Curry seeks winning streak
By MIKE EMBRY
AP' Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) After putting the brakes on a
12-gatne losing skid, Kentucky
coach Bill Curry would like to
see the Wildcats stay on a winning track.
"We've been on winning
streaks before and that's all that
anybody wanted to talk about,"
Curry said at his weekly news
conference Monday. "That's
dangerous for a team, and I'd
love to deal with that problem.
This other one is really, really
heavy."

their grip on major college football's longest losing streak when
they defeated Indiana 17-10 last
weekend, and they can go for two
wins in a row at South Carolina
(1-2, 0-2) on Saturday.
Curry said his players won't
have to dwell on the losing
streak.
'The good thing about the win
itself is that it will allow us to
focus on football instead of
answering those 'other questions
BILL CURRY
about all that other stuff," he
said. "It becomes a major issue
The Wildcats (1-2, 0-2 South- in the minds of the media and the
eastern Conference) let go of public. And that's inevitable.

You've got a string going, good
or bad, it becomes an albatross."
Curry said the -Wildcats can't
get caught up in the rare victory.
"Naturally, we're thrilled with
all the implications of the win at
Indiana," he said. "But it's
quickly back to reality in the
Southeastern Conference and a
South Carolina team that found
itself Saturday night just in time
to play us."
Kentuary's Billy Jack Haskins,
making his first collegiate start
against Indiana. completed
8-of-12 passes for 87 yards and
ran 42 yards for the go-ahead
touchdown.
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Sports Briefs
MSU GOLF

MHS girls fourth
at Fulton tourney

*N_Statt Report
Murray Ledger & Times
COOKEVILLE — Murray State junior Connie Steely shot a
FULTON — Murray finished
36-hole 169 to finish 22nd overall at last weekend's Tech-Vandy
fourth in the Fulton Girls InvitaClassic at Tennessee Tech University.
tional Monday at Fulton Country
MSU finished sixth as a team and was led by Melanie Kopperud
Club.
(167) and Brandi Stevenson (167), each tying for 17th overall.
Murray finished with a team
Steely, a Murray High graduate, posted MSU's third-best score.
score of 389. Robyn Myhill led
Steely shot an 86-83 — 169 for the weekend.
Murray with a 78. Others were
Carrie Griffiths, 89; Leigh HaverLOCAL GOLF
stock, 94; Kim Alexander, 96;
and Melissa Villaflor, 106.
Thoroughbred Invitational set for Friday
Heath won the event with a
score of 325. Other scores
team
ThorMurray Slate's baseball team will again be hosting the
Graves County, 344; Fulton
were:
Club.
Country
Murray
at
oughbred Golf Invitational
This year's two-person scramble will be Friday, Sept. 22 at 1:30
p.m. Cost is $35 per player, and includes green fees, cart and lunch.
To reserve a tee time or for more information, contact the MSU
baseball office at 762-4892.

Murray's Steely third for Racers

SCOREBOARD 1
Sponeorsci By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

City, 355; Caldwell County, 368;
Lone Oak, 389; Mayfield, 389;
Marshall County, 390; and Hickman County, 450. Three other
teams, Ballard Memorial, Carlisle
County and Reidland, sent players to compete as individuals.
Heath's Jenny Throgmorton
was the top individual with a 69,
followed by Reidland's Susan
Loyd with a 71 and Graves' Brittany Henson at 75.
Murray and Calloway face
Graves County today at South
Highland Country Club.

'Your more than one company agency."

David King

Lady Laker Little League seaks coaches
Calloway County Girls' Little League Basketball is searching for
coaches for this season. Anyone interested in coaching should contact Lady Laker varsity coach Peter O'Rourke at 753-4182.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Tennessee's Silvan charged with rape
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Nibo Silvan, a starting wide receiver for Tennessee and ranked among the nation's leaders in kickoff
returns, was arrested for allegedly raping a roommate's 17-year-old
girlfriend.
Silvan, arrested Monday and released on $10,000 bond, became
the second Tennessee football player in two weeks accused of
assaulting a woman and the eighth one in 12 months to be arrested
on charges ranging from public drunkenness to assault and now
rape. The alleged victim, a Knoxville teen-ager, told police she was
visiting her boyfriend Sunday at the West Knoxville apartment he
shares with Silvan. Silvan's roommate is Vol teammate Joey Kent.
Silvan, a 21-year-old senior from Covington, La., did not practice with the Vols Monday.

Phillips may return to Nebraska squad
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — Nebraska coach Tom Osborne will
consider allowing star tailback Lawrence Phillips to return to the
No. 2 Cornhuskers if he can learn to control his anger.
The return of the suspended Phillips also depends on the outcome of an NCAA investigation, his standing with team rules and
the outcome of the legal case against him, Osborne said Monday.
Phillips could be reinstated within a month if those steps are
taken, Osborne said. He said doctors would have to confirm that
Phillips has made progress in controlling his temper.
Phillips, a junior who rushed for 359 yards and seven touchdowns in the Huskers' first two games, was suspended Sept. 10
after being charged with hitting his ex-girlfriend.

FROM PAGE 6
to accuse him of a dirty hit, and
no penalty was called, but receiver Irving Fryar wondered about
the linebacker's intent.
"He followed through possibly
harder than he should have,"
Fryar said, "but the referee
didn't call it. It makes you think
that he did it on purpose. It
makes you upset. What goes
around comes around."
But Cox walked off the field
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after the game with an arm
around Lloyd and later defended
his counterpart.
"It was scary to see Dan
down, but it was a clean hit,"
Cox said. "Boy, I dream about
having one of those."
Lloyd caught the Dolphins
quarterback from behind and
tackled him after Marino had
released a pass for a 15-yard
completion. Marino went down
chest-first on the infield dirt.

San Franasco (Laster 9-10) at Los Angeles
(Porno 11-5), 905 pm

III Lady Tigers...
•

FROM PAGE 6
week later, completely different
story.
Just six days after losing 5-3 to
Marshall County in overtime, the
Calloway County Lady Lakers
were dominated Monday night in
Draffenville, falling 6-0 in a Second District contest.
"We didn't show up for this
one," Calloway coach Sharon
Arant said. "Marshall passed the
ball well and played aggressively

Orr*dirT4 vgadrint4

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Laramie • Remington
UNIROYA
Firestone • Michelin

and we didn't. We didn't do what
we needed to do. It was a tough
night."
Marshall owned an overwhelming 33-4 advantage in shots. Calloway goalkeeper Jennifer Liddle
had 12 saves.
Calloway, now 3-3-2, joins the
bojes team for a varsity girls/boys
doubleheader Thursday night at
home against Lone Oak. The girls
game gets underway at 5:30 with
the boys to follow.

—Open Saturdays Until Noon—
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SEATTLE (AP) — Ken Griffey Jr. has been offered $12 million
to play one season for an undisclosed Japanese team and endorse
the sponsoring company's products, according to the Seattle center
fielder's agent.
Griffey's Mariners contract expires in 1997 and both sides are
working on a contract extension. Griffey hopes to stay in Seattle,
where the Mariners are making their first bid for postseason play.
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•Racers...
lar.' And that's not what it's
about — you lead, you make first
downs, your time will come. The
big plays will come."
NOTES: Murray State suffered
just a few minor injuries in Saturday night's game. Rover Elliott
Dunn injured his shoulder, but
practiced Monday, while junior
tailback Tony Turner sat out
Monday night's workout with a
bruised right knee, not thought to
be serious.
• Senior linebacker Lamond
Dean, injured in the opener, is
expected to return for the Middle
Tennessee game after missing the
last two games with a knee
injury.
• Derrick Cullors missed Monday's practice with a stomach
ailment.
..."Racer Review with Houston
Nutt" can be seen on TV46 on
Sunday night at 10:30, Monday
night at 8 and Thursday at 2 p.m.

programming with digital inoure and sound—all starting at
about a dollar a day: So you

it

The Disney Channel,[SPX, CNN
The Discovery Channel and TNN
.
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* Prices vary by region. Does not include installation.
Blackout restrictions apply.
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CNN
Inistindlierticsirs
Limited Time Only

513. S. 12th St.

otsc

Call NOW for installation
SPN & Mega
Sports Pack
Included In Basic
Service!
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networks like HBO, Cinemax,

Holland Motor Sales

209 N. 12th St. • 79)-9622
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
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Griffey gets huge offer from Japan

by the offensive line.
"I didn't expect our offensive
line to be at this stage," the coach
explained. "I was hoping they'd
be at this stage somewhere down
the line, but I didn't think it
would be by Game 3. So, I'm
excited about that."
Heading into his third season,
Nuu expected to rely more on the
passing game than the ground
attack. Although they haven't
been pressed into too many passing situations, the Racers' passing game hasn't been clicking
like Nutt had hoped.
Against Southeast Missouri,
quarterback Mike Cherry was
10-for-20 for 110 yards and two
interceptions.
"Number one, SEMO has a
good secondary," said Nutt.
"They were concerned with Mike
Cherry, and I think that has a lot
to do with it. They were concerned about Mike and our
receivers."
Nutt noted that Cherry might
be pressing, trying to make too
many big plays where none are
available or needed.
"Just handing the ball off and
moving the chains and making
first downs, that's good enough,
you're leading," Nuu said of the
quarterback's role. "A lot of
times people are saying, 'Well,
he hasn't thrown any big 80-yard
passes,' or, 'He hasn't done
something that's that spectacu-
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BASEBALL

FROM PAGE 6

753-8355

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES

MI Miami...

GIRLS BASKETBALL
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Southwest students enjoyed a program 01101k music presented by Dick
Albin. Albin told folk tales and sang foiksongs that allowed student participation. Pictured above are primary students Hillary Lowe, Stephanie
Wilson, Clint Meyer and Bryan Craig.

Dr. Salley, a local veterinarian, and his assistant, Kim Orten, recently
visited North Elementary and discussed pet care and responsibility. He
demonstrated how he conducts a pet examination.

Nancy Schempp's and Kevin Brown's ACOT 8 students at Calloway
County Middle School are pictured running tests on water quality at
Kentucky Lake. They will continue this study again this year, adding
soli testing to their studies. Pictured are Cameron Greenfield and Mandy Jones.
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Robin Tattler explains an art project to students In Ellen Crady and
Debbie Stinnett's primary classes at Southwest Elementary. They will
be etching pictures, printing them and using them to make calendars.

ifr•
After reading the story "Sarah, Plain and Tall," East Elementary
fifth
grade students Michelle Taylor, Wesley Wells and Chris Taylor enjoyed
helping to make biscuits.

Nancy Schempp's and Kevin Brown's ACOT 8 students decided to leave
Kentucky Lake better than they found it by picking up trash, Pictured
are Derek Leslie and Jeff Slinker.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the admini%trathe %talk of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway. County School's and edited by the
staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined
by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions
and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools 17534363)
or the
Calloway County. Public Schools (753-3033).

Nicole Hudson and Susan Holland, students In Anne Herndon's primary
class at Southwest Elementary, work together using a writing program
on their classroom computer during center time.

Toni Bohannon's primary class at North Elementary reads stories about
Imagination to the students In Karen Crick's class.

Ashley Delaney and Wesley Doughty In Debbra Puckett's primary classroom at East Elementary are pictured sorting boxes and learning to
classify objects by their different attributes.

Shelley Steelman and Tatum Dale In Debbra Puckett's class at East
Elementary are enjoying a story in the listening center during morning
choice time.

School Supplies

INN=

Peter Whaley, a MSU professor, gave a presentation to the Starshine P4
students about rocks, minerals and the rock cycle. The students at Murray Elementary School got to examine many different specimens.

School Supply

Educational
Games • Toys • Puzzles

CHECKL
Your child's education is very
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Random

important to us. That is why we

Fast-action
electronic
math
game fun!

THE

SMART
119 S 4th St
Murray
753-5968

STOP

CI Golden Step
carry a large inventory of educational (1) Ahead
Yrd
Brain Quest
and enjoyment reading material to
Up 4,v.
L7 Award
help your child learn and grow
Winning Boo

through their primary years.

Come by and see he many different
titles we have to offer.
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Chestnut Hills
Murray

Aliza WIthee, Tiffany Stalls and Kelly Gipson, sixth graders at Murray
Middle School, search for information on the CD Rom to use for their
Heritage Festival.
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Nowa

Retail Space

1995 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanred us 10
plans and 1.4c write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $716 in
1995
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide
l -800-455-4199
our 33rd scar of service'

Available Alter
October 1 In
Bel Air Canter
2000 Sq. Feet
Call 7514751

ATTENTION Wildcat Ba
sketball fans Come with us
on Dec 2-3, to see UK play
Indiana at the Hoosier
Dome For more into call
759-2370
HAVE YOU BROUGHT A
NEW MOBILE HOME
LATELY? Have problems
with Dealer or Manufacturer Call 502-436-5261.
Have open house to see
what we got.

-

14

iy

HOUSE Of Clothes where
$1.00 buys what you need
Shorts,jeans, t-shirts, dres- MRS. Theresa, Psychic
ses, work pants. Mon thru Reader & Advisor A true
Fri., 1701 N. 121 Bypass born psychic, gifted from
Phone 753-6981. Sat Sun. God 554-7904 call for
13 miles from Murray on appointment
464. 489-2243.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
LEASE to hunters, Open 5pm Closed Mon,
300/acre wildlife refuge. Tues, Weds Pizza, salads,
753-1300.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
MEET more quality singles. bread sticks. Diiie-in or
Down Home Singles, carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804_
615-993-2000.

111APRC3VE YOUR

HEALTH!
Relaxation
Stress Reduction
Pain Relief

753-3801
7 DAYS R LUC-EH
10:00AM - 10:00PM
Dove Estes. LMT

MASSAGETO YOU
Convenient studio or outtalks to your home or hotel

CORN ALSTIN
The Area's Leading Clothing Store
For Men & Ladies

Now seeking one
full-time and several
part-time sales
associates.
Apply in person.
Downtown Murray

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY7

AAA,
Continuing !Education & Academic outreach

1NVE$TMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Thursdays, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
September 28 - November 2
MSU's Collins Center for
Industry & Technology
Taught by Betty Boston,
Certified Financial Planner,
Murray Office of JJB Hilliard-WL Lyons
Registration Fee: $35/individual;
$60/married couple
To register contact MSU's Office
of Community Education

762-2160 or 1-800-669-7654

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

NOW AVAILABLE
InCJI DOGITA,
S411111IFSYSIE

"?-6.

WARD
4:44M ELKINS
Cain Square Moray • 7330713

025
Personae
ADOPTION: We are a kind
California couple who longs
to adopt We can give your
newborn a loving family in a
secure home Legal/
Medical Call collect to Barbara, easy to talk to
818-841-4590
LORAX- Be the Lorax not
the Lumberjack

area employer
is seeking workers for
positions available at
a modern manufacturing facility. An excellent benefits package and competitive
wages will be available to the right individuals who want a stable career opportunity. Apply in person
at Plumley-Marugo,
Ltd. Henry County industrial Park, Paris,
TN Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00.
Equal Cpporturity Eriployer

Pans

050
Last
And Found
LOST Black hereford, w
white face Weighing Ea) x
600Ibs, from far
464, in
of
dist
eon call
, Carl Durham
7
Reward offered
060
Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
ATTENTION Entertainers
& various style dancers
needed. Must be 18. For
more information, call Lisa
at 502-527-5381.
BABYSITTER for Sunday
Church service 474-8541
BABYSITTER needed in
my home afternoons
3-6pm some lite cooking
Preferrably someone between the age of 20-30
489-2398
BABYSITTER needed at
my home, 11-7 shift, 5
nights a week. 435-4227.
BABYSITTER needed in
my home in the Almo area
753-2417 after 4pm
BUSY physician's office
needs LPN or CMA Send
resume to P0 Box 1040 D.
Murray, Ky 42071.
CARPENTERS helper
needed, must be ambitious
& reliable 436-2766
CONCRETE finishers
needed full or part time,
502-898-8425.
EARN an average of $8/hr.
PaPa Johns Pizza, now hiring delivery drivers, part
time & full time available,
flexible hrs. Apply in person
at PaPa Johns, Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray
EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr.
No. 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803.
EXTERIOR maintonance
including landscaping,
painting, brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing, etc. Hard
work, experience a plus.
Serious inquiries only,
400-5.00. 759-4118
FULL or part time. Would
be helpful if you have knowledge of the following skills;
sewing, applique work, cutting patterns or painting
crafts. Perfect job for someone with children. Apply in
person 8-5, M-F, 308 Main
st
FULL SCOPE OPTOMETRY PRACTICE_
Seeking full time help, Optical experience preferred.
Send resume to PO Box
1040-F, Murray, Ky_
HE
set

ou
at
sat

POSITION
FILLED
y

rray.

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced mechanical
designer-drafter Autocad
experience required, 2-3
yrs experience in design of
pressure vessels and/or
transportation equip preferred Mail resume and
salary history in confidence
to PO Box 809, Calvert
City, Ky. 42029.
JANITORIAL workers, no
experience necessary, will
train Call 436-2663 for
interview
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24hours)

LONG term position requires 2-4yr degree in Business Administration, w/
degree in accounting. Prefer indrvidual with 2 to 5yrs
work experience in accounting. Excellent fringe
benefits with established
firm. Job location Paris, Tn
901-644-1014.

PEST Control Technician,
$150 signing bonus Pest
control company looking for
good, experienced pest
control technicians Prefer
to be certified with mini
mum of 1 year experience
Routes are immediately
available Base salary, production, commission and
sales commission Highly
motivated individuals with
route experience should
have no problem grossing
between $450-$700 per
week Benefits 1 week paid
vacation,1 week paid sick
days. paid holidays, uniforms provided, medical
health insurance We are a
progressive company
seeking mature, responsible career oriented personnel Advancement oppor
tunities available Call
5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 39 1 4
or
1-800-467-2847 Send re
sume to P 0 Box 328,
Murray. Ky 42071
TWO housekeepers
needed for 6-8 hours on
Fridays Experience and
references required Call
759-4396

CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
clean home or office

KENMORE washer &
dryer, $300 436-2455

HOUSE cleaning services
Basic and affordable Call
Susan 489 2226

NICE GE washer 3. dryer.
$325i both 753-3696

WILL babysa in my home
Have experience & references Call 753 4114
WILL clean houses reasonable rates references
437-4064
100
Business
OPPorTunkY
RESTAURANT for sale
good location, Graves Co
in operation, very reasonable Serious inquiries only
502 376 2273, after 5pm
120
Computers
1st CHOICE IN COMPUTERS, OFFICE FURNITURE, SERVICE, AND
TRAINING. HAWKINS
RESEARCH, 1304-E
CHESTNUT ST. 753-7001
4 4110 PRINTERS Were
used w' Micromax gas
computer Compatible w/
other systems, 3yrs old 2
printers used only 4
months, $1000 for all Call
474 8704 after 6pm

NOW Accepting applica- WANTED Experienced
tions for roofing and con- only, metal stud & dry wall
struction workers Call Ad- installer. Send resume to
vance Roofing and Con- P O. Box 532, Paducah,
Ky, 42002-0532.
struction at 753-5814
WANTED
Parts chaser
PACKARD Bell 386 640K
NOW taking applications
for journeyman and ap- Mechanical knowledge a with color monitor Used
prentice heat & air condi- plus, must be willing to very few hours Software
tioning installers Call serve mechanics by Chas- included, $400 or obo
753-8181 from 720am to ing Parts, making connec- 489-2883 leave message
430pm, or come by 802 tions for parts, and being TANDY 1000 TX computer
very persistant 40-50 hrs
Chestnut St to apply
per week: starting pay system, 2-3 5 floppy drives
NOW taking applications at $500 per hour Send per- 3 joy sticks, mouse, hand
Coastal Mart, 1717 S 12th sonal information including scanner. Panasonic KXPSt, Murray. Full & part time, work experience to- T B S, 1124 printer, computer
desk, chair, printer stand
competitive wages Apply
P.O. Box 389, Murray, Ky lots of software games &
in person before 3pm.
42071.
accessories, $750 for all
PART-time Youth Director
WENDY'S now hiring day- 759-9246
needed for itrades 6-12,
time sandwich makers &
approximately 15hrs a
140
night-time closers Apply in
week Mail resume to
person, ask for manager
Want
Kirksey- Goshen UMC,
To Buy
P.O. Box 8, Kirksey, Ky
42054_
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night.

Help Wanted

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you are
energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would
like to meet you.
Positions available:
* Manager
tr Crew Loaders
tr Assistant Manager * Cooks, Cashiers
Starting from $4.40-$5.00/hr. depending on experience and
position.
Apply in person at the Benton, Murray, Calvert City, and
Mayfield Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants, E0E/INF.

ANTIQUES. Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

KFC

Articles
For Sale

Free Pallets
Call

753-1916

Ask for Jeff
Pick up on dock
of Murray Ledger
& Times.
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Dixieland Center

14CT gold ladies bridal set,
1ct total diamond weight
$400 767-0309
1985'4 FORD Escort Wagon 1 owner, a/c, 5sp ,
excellent condition, 89xxx
mi., $1200 Brother sewing
machine, excellent condibon $50 Smoker grill $10
753-7413 after 4 30pm or
leave message
2 BABY mattresses like
new. Girl's brand name
clothes 4/5 Fall & Winter
Little Tyke toy for inside
girl's. 492-8314.
COLE Steel desk set with
attached typewriter desk.
Matching desk height filing
cabinet, upholstered swivel
desk chair Matching office
chair, excellent condtion,
$750. 759-1073,
FOR Sale Quilts and Pillows Call 753-5346 or
759-9718

clarion
II IC)

753-0113

REGISTERED NURSES-PERINATAL
The Purchase District Health Department
has implemented a new and exciting
Perinatal Program providing a full spectrum of home maternity management. We
are currently establishing a register of
Home Health Nurses to fill current and
future vacancies as they occur throughout
the district. Under the direction of our
Home Health Agency successful applicants will provide antepartum care, early
discharge foliowup care, and skilled newborn care to patients in the home. Preference will be given to applicants with Labor
& Delivery - Postpartum - Newborn experience. We currently have a vacancy
based in Calloway County. Kentucky
nurses license required. Starting Salary
ranges from $11.37$12.54 hourly. Negotiable with preferred experience. Excellent fringe package Possible 10% increase in hourly wage within one year.
Applications may be secured at any area
Health Center or at the Purchase District
Health Department Administrative Offices, 320 North 7th Street, Mayfield, KY
42066. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

MUMS are her. First &
second bud stage, 3 sizes,
always the best D & M
Market, 403 Sycamore
753-7483
QUEEN- size waterbed
with Sealy Hydrocoil waveless mattress, $75 Invacare stationary commode,
like new, $30 436-2684
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
STRAW for sale $1 50 a
bale 489-2436, if no answer leave message

320

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

SHADY Oaks 2 Of :kg
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village 1br
apartment utilities in
duded, rent based on in
come 65 & older or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888

205
Mobile
Horns Lots For Rent

160
Nome
Furnishings
2 ETHAN Allen love seats
$200 Call after 5 30pm
753-9613
3PC bedroom suite
$399 95- 2pc sectional
$549 95- 2pc Irving room
suite, $449 95- 7pc Oak
dining room suite $649 95
sleeper, $449 95- recliners
$149 95- glider rockers
$179 95- bedding starting
$13995 set Further say
ings throughout store Carraway Furniture 105 N 3rd
St 753-1502
COUNTRY blue sofa
sleeper, twin beds with box
spring and mattress very
good condition 753 0864
DINING table & 6 uphols
fixed chairs 92" Couch
singer touch & sew ma
chine w/accessones, various other items 489 2148
after 6pm or weekends
NEW Woodcxatters double
waterbed, w/ waveless
mattress, paid $350 asking
$275 obo 759-4231
165

2 2BR Mobile homes to
run
fu
753

RENTED

CLEAN small park
$100/mo 492 8488
MOBILE Home Village,
$80mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

COMMERCIAL property
office or retail 917 Coidwa
ter Rd lease deposit &
references required $325
753 6069 leave message
UPSTAIRS office space
Located Downtown $95
$175 & $575 Size of rooms
vary Some w windows In
cludes all utilit es
753-1266
FOR Rent Retail or office
1000 sq ft Country Sq
753 0035
OFFICE or business 1000
sq tt 308 N 12th next to
Faye's 753 9212
RETAIL Of Ottic.e Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

Antiques

BENTON Antiques Colq- WAREHOUSE for storage
nal home, 13 rooms filled 900 sq ft garage door
to overflowing Something plus small office $200 mo
for everyone budget 103 Coleman RE 753 9898
West 13t St Benton KY
502-527-5424, Tues Sat
10am 5pm Sun 1pm
5pm
1.2,380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
753 1 2 5 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1973 DODGE grain truck
in good condition Call after
5pm 753-7845

1BR close to University &
hospital some utilities paid
753 8756
1BR & efficiency, nice near
MSU, available now Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

200
Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy sell or trade
436 5650

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

HUNT Club area for lease
890 ac plus/minus, Pu 2BR Duplex
washer/dr
ryear To For info
.%lief
502-655 2200 days, fenced
y landlord
502655-7021 nights
y to rent 109,
SOLO-FLEX wall attach
too 492-8393
ments, $475
Call
3BR Duplex, gas heat
759-1476 after 6pm
$400'mo w deposit &
lease 753 9621
210
Rreviood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEWLY decorated 2br.
near MSU large living
room appliances turn
ished washer'dryer hook
up deposit no pets Call
753 0661 after 5pm
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone cats please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TWO bedrooms stove re
frigerator central ha in
Murray Deposit refer
ences no pets Call
492 8594 after 5pm

2BR 1 bath brick Dining
room, living room kitchen
$300'mo plus deposit re
ferences 753 5711
2 OR 3 Br house 907 N
16th Call 492 8225
38R CUTE roomy house
central heat & air, 506 Vine
St Don't rent until you see
this on& $480 mo, lease
deposit 753 8734
3BR House N 4th St
$325'mo deposit & refer
ences 753 4509
3BR large living room 2
baths central Ka on 2 acre
lot 7 miles north of Murray
502 527 2711
NICE 3tor with central gas
ha ceiling tans, fireplace
with gas logs carport &
outside storage $425/mo
References no pets
753 1059
VACANT nice 2br, central
Ka. in country on 94E 9
miles out no pets
$350imo 753 5292

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081
RENTAL space now avail
able East Side Boat & Mini
Storage 759 9835

FIREWOOD also tree set
vice 436 2562

Registered Representative
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x55 MOBILE home
100x100 lot Pine Blut
Shores,$13 SOO 436 5895
or 753-6272 after 5pm
12x65 3BR 1 bath corn
pletely set up on rented lot
needs work. $3500 obo
Call 753-6012
1969 MOBILE Home
12x65 must be moved Lo
cated D-6, Fox Meadows
For more info Rogers En
terprises 753 5140 or
753 2217
1985 HOUSE trailer. 3br,
2bath recently redecor
ated 489-2768 489 2161
after 8pm
1987 CLAYTON mobile
home, 14x70 2br, 1 bath
central heat $5500 obo
753-7375
VALUE' value' value( Dink
ins pledge If you compare
construction, insulation
options and set-up, you will
find that Dinkins will have
your best housing value.
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy 79 E Paris, Tn,
800-642-4891.

Exciting new opportunities are available
in Mayfield with INVEST Financial Corporation located at Peoples First National
Bank for an experienced NASD Series 7
Registered Representative to pin the
INVEST sales team. Make a bold career
Move to one of the fastest growing
financial services organizations.
Registered Representatives should have
a four-year college degree or equivalent
business experience. NASD Series 7 and
KY life insurance licenses are required.
Two years of successful financial sales
experience in a banking or brokerage
environment and documented sales track
record preferred.
This position offers excellent compensation and fringe benefits. Qualified applicants may send resumes to
Peoples First Corporation
co H.R. Department
P.O. Box 2200
Paducah, KY 42002-2200
Affirmative Action Employer MT/Vet/Disabled
INVEST Financial Corporation
Member NASD, SIPC

TANNING beds, commercial units Must sell,
753-1300.

Fisher-Price'

TORO riding mower. Toro
self propelled hand mower
Electric & gas weed eaters.
gas blower, electric hedge
trimmer, pruning sheers. 3
hose mobiles Water
hoses, metal wheel barrow,
large metal trash can.
shovels, rakes, electric dna,
electric zig saw, $1000411
759-1073

In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:

GE Washer & dryer, excellent condition 753-7394

1

"•-•Imionnam,

2110
Appliances

Wood

Notice

155
Domestic
11 Childcare

• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit. package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murra) Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
759-2150
An

Favai Orrominity Employer
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Real
Estate

Ur estocli
I Supplies
a

YR Registered Appa
sa-k4site- great pleasure
ricliFigTtiorse day 753 2151
night 435-4338
6YR Old Quarter horse
mare for more into call
492 8761
HAY for sale Large round
bales & square bales Timothy & clover,has not
been wet 435 4201 after
6pm
ORCHARD grass hay, 25
round bates $20/es. 250
square bales $1 85/ea
Between Stella& Kwksey
753 6864
380
Pets
& Suipiles
CFA Himalayan & Persian
kittens Shots (kitten
leukemia ring worm)
Champion bloodlines
$200/ea 489-2495 after
6pm
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915
REGISTERED Pointer
puppies Great Bloodline
Call 753-3966 night,
753 7435 day

L.
Repo"

44 ACRES Miller Golf 3BR,2 bath, modular home
course area 489 2768, sitting on 1 we level yard
4.89 2161 after 8pm
F'replace cathedral COI
ings front & rear decks 2
CUT the red tape by selling
automatic
your real eetate at auction car garage with
two
For details call Wilson Re- door Pontoon shed,
from
mi
driveways.
6-10
alty 753 5086
beautiful Wildcat Beach
ESTATE settlement lot s °NY $55000 Your choice
16 & 17 in Grove Heights of carpet color, price neg
Subdivision, just off Hwy w/o carpet Call 436-5058.
94E on Hwy 732E Make an for showing
offer 502 247 6619
PEACEFUL setting, 3 be, 2
HALEY Appraisals Bob bath house on beautiful
Haley, state certified
extra large lot in Moors
759-4218
Landing Within walking
in
KOPPERUD Realty has distance of lake Priced
MLS/$21847
For
80's
the
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If appointment call TEAM Re
alty Co , Realtors
you are thinking of selling
1 800-607-0001
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
440
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Lois
by office at 711 Main St
Fee Sale
NEW Listing, located on
BUILDING lots in subdivivery nice 1 4 acre lot, just 2
sion with limited restricEast of Lynn Grove Listing
tions City water, natural
features new 16x80 3br , 2
and cablevision in Lyngas
bath, mobile home. sold
nwood Heights, 3 3 mi
with most furnishings Call
west of aty limits on 94 W
Kopperud Realty today for
for nice level lot or
more information on $4500
$6000 for nice wooded lot
MLS13000465 753-1222
Call 753-5841 or 753-1566

NEW LISTING excellent
lake front Main lake view
with easy access to dock
Quality home 2750sq ft
Call Mur - Cal Realty
753-4444

APPLES for freezing can
fling & drying, also Damson
plums McKenzie Orchards 753-4725 or
753-94.6.8

AYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

$56,900 is

your ticket to an unbelievable
1555 sq.ft. BRICK home. Three bedrooms,2
full baths, 28 great room, eat-in kitchen,
large master suite,vaulted ceiling,fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities.
Custom built on crawl space. Garage,
basement and other options available.
Now Offering A
100%
Money-Back
Guarantee.
Ask For Details

CYLOR
BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
S2,000 Bonus Value
With Purchase
of Geroge

Model Available: 502-554-3267

FOR Sale 105x200 lot,
across rd, Golf Course, has
foundation established with
blue prints for nice 2200 sq
ft house Call Rogers Enterprises 753-5140 or
753-2217
PURYEAR country, 1-acre
$3500, 3-acres $7500, 5-a$ 1 2 , 5 00
cres
502-376-2025
VACANT lot with well on it,
paved road, mobile home
permitted
$8,000
753-5303, 753-7724

103 ACRES all fenced in,
surveyed 2 barns a garage,
2 small buildings, tool shed,
3br doublewide with house
roof & carport added, pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only
436-5648
11 25 ACRES,3 mi West of
Murray, 40x40 building
753-7581 after 5pm
40 ACRES with mobile
home & barn, mostly
fenced, at Kirksey,
502 489 2660
LAND for sale, 5 to 300
acres, 753-1300 Owner
finanang
TOBACCO barn for sale,
with land 753-1300

5311

Howe
For Wit

Soft

HOUSE for sale at Center
Ridge
4 8 9 2 76 8
489-2161 after 8pm

1991 DODGE Caravan SE
Al power, computer, 7passenger Excellent condiHOUSE & horse barns on tion high mileage, clean
1 2 acres, $42,000 24x30 Asking $7500, 753-6406
shop on 1 3 acres, 1993 ASTRO loaded, 4
$15,500 1 acre tot $7,500 captain's cttairs, 38,XXX
Al with road frontage 2 miles
753-9273 or
miles on Van Cleave Rd 753-4138
753-4525
JUST Reduced- You need
to see the neat 3br, 1"4
bath brick ranch in great
neighborhood and conveniently located to shopping
and schools Many recent
updates for your family to
immediately move in and
enjoy Priced at $69,500
Call Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 and ask for
Frankie A4LS*3000432
NEW Home $119,500,
2128 Southwest Dr., 31x, 3
bath, 2186 sq ft., central
gas heat, central ax, 9ft
ceilings, whirlpool tub,
many extras
Call
753-0090
NEW home ready now 3br
2 bath, master bath has
whirlpool. 911 ceilings, hardwood floors, custom ca
binets, fireplace, lots of
closets, 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753-4873
PRICE reduced to $65,000,
on 3br brick house at 1302
S 16th St Call 753-3903 to
see

can
Tads
1959 CHEV trk. Stepside,
small block, 400 trans, r-Vs,
pit, partially restored For
more info, Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140 or
753-2217.
1977 FORD F 150 with tool
box, runs great, $1350
1983 CHEVY p.0 , 16xxx
mi on rebuilt engine, new
tires 435-4153 after
7:30pm
1985 CHEVY Blazer 4x4.
181xxx mi, runs well, good
Ores, new brakes, water
pump & alternator, $1950
753-9211
1987 FORD pick-up
wheel drive, 753-4441

4

1993 GMC Yukon GT, 4x4,
loaded, low miles. Black
wileather seats, $21,500
753-4445
510

Campers

PURYEAR country, large
historic home on approx
2-acres, $39,000 More
acreage available
502-376-2025.

24FT Coachman Cadet
Everything works, a/c, gas
heat, awning, $3500
436-2113

SPACIOUS 3br house on
1/. acre lot on So 6th St,
1869 sq ft on main floor,
1140 sq tt basement Attached garage, nice deck,
reasonably priced
753-5992

FOR Sale. 1960 Silver Eagle Bus, V-8, 318 Detroit
diesel engine, two roof air
units, generator, 6 bunks
Ideal for singing group or
camper, $7500 080 Call
901-644-7587 after 5pm

TRADITIONAL 2-story
brick, available thru Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
Band new 4br, 2.4 bath
home, was quality constructed with formal living
and dining areas, bright airy
kitchen, master bedroom
suite w/deck, situated on
quiet cul-de-sac MLS *
3000449

USED Camper trailer parts,
753-0062

70
U1993 YAMAHA Tirnbenvolf
4-wheeler 1990 Yamaha
Big Bear 4-wheeler, 580
Case backhoe. 753-9274

& Noble

Seniors
OM/red

Services
Offered

Services
Meted

16FT Fiberglass fishing
boat, wr2depth finders and
voting motor 50h9 Mar
airy, $1800 395-t42

ANTIQUE refinahmg, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8066

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.

16FT PolarCraft, deep and
wide, 40 horse motor, fish
finder, trolling motor
753-6226, 753-4168

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory awned by 3 maw
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

PLUMBING & Sewer work
We Rod mainlines & sinklines Al work guaranteed,
20 years experience
436-2654

Vans

TWO 1994 Tigershark
waverunners, only ridden
twice Monbgo wicovers, w/
double trailer, like new Call
753-2859 after 5pm

TRAVIS Asphalt dnveway
sealing, free estimates
753-2279
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, hedge trim
ming, landscaping, mulch
ing & mulch hauling, gutte
cleaning Clean-up junk
garbage Odd jobs, also Al
household moving Free
estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

ESTATE AUCTION))

A and A Lamb's lawn mow
rig, light hauling, tree DIMTIN, Mark 436-2528

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

ABLE Tree Removal trimming, mulching and hauling
Free estimates
492-8254

BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030

AGAINST The Wall- wallpapering, commercial
cleaning, rentals, and
houses. Call Cherie for a
good thorough job
753-9274

BUSH hogging or pasture
clipping, 753-0062

ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work, junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodefinb, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT

SAT, SEPT. 23RD AT 10:00 A.M.
DOROTHY mu HIGGINS; DECEASED
6 MILES NE OF MURRAY, KY
AT 'THE AL/AO COMMUNITY
FROM MURRAY. TAKE HWY 641N -4.5 MILES TO HWY
464 PROCEED EAST 1/2 MILE AND CROSS HWY 1824,
PROCEED ON 464E 1 MILE TO SALE SITE,

3BR, Brick home with large
garage, 47, miles from
Murray on 121 N in Stella.
Information sheets are
available in the self-service
box at the end of the driveway Pick one up anytime
or call 759-9733
3BR duplex for sale
753-7947
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8 MILES from Murray, 2br
home, large partially finished upstairs 2 large lots,
new septic & well Price,
$22,000 436-2743
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3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
good engine, good
trans,gcxxl transportation
502-753 5561
1986 FORD F-250 XL, 69
diesel, 4sp , 75xxx mi.
$8,000 489-2739 after 5
1986 OLDS 98, red (maroon) leather seats & top
garage kept, $2995 obo
492-8603
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
dean Call 492-8566 after
4pm

SPACIOUS COUNTRY HOME

1 1/2 STORY ON A SPACIOUS LOT
kf 4 BEDROOMS - NICE HARDWOOD FLOORS
!if SCREENED FRONT PORCH - GARAGE
Fr APARTMENT STYU WORK BUILDING
Er SHADE TREES - READY TO MOVE IN
TERMS: $5,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS
MAKE PLANS FOR THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
REAL ESTATE GOES on tin AUCI1011 BLOCK AT 1110 PALI

ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES
600 LOTS • • AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
100 PIECES OF POTTERY - ROSEVILLE, WELLER, MCCOY. VAN BRIGGLE, HAEGAR, HULL, NILOAK, BRUSH,
FRANKOMIA, ABINGDON, RED WING • 30 QUALITY
CLOCKS OF ALL TYPES - ANSONIA. UNITED, SESSIONS
WELCH, GERMAN, SETH THOMAS, LANSHIRE, HOWARD
• 50 PRINTS IN BEAUTIFUL FRAMES • OCCUPIED JAPAN
• HUMMEL • NORMAN ROCKWELL • BEAUTIFUL ORIENTAL PIECES • DEPRESSION ERA GLASS • VASOLINE •
CARNIVAL • OPALESCENT • NORITAKE • NIPPON •
MAGELIC PIECES • REMINGTON REPO BRONZES • 20
LAMPS- LEAD GLASS, DRESSER LAMPS, FLOOR LAMPS
• 50 PIECES OF CROCKERY • SET OF HULL BROWN
DISHES • STANGL POTTERY SET • SALEM CHINA •
HOMER LAUGHLIN SET•OLD RIFLES. POWDER HORNS
• BRASS HALL TREE • FLAT TRUNK • CAMEL TRUNK •
CEDAR CHEST •4 DRAWER DRESSER WITH WISHBONE
MIRROR • ANTIQUE BED • OLD MAN WINTER CHAIR • 3
DRAWER OAK DRESSER •8004< SHELF•SO TOP TABLE
• KITCHEN TABLE • SMALL CURIO CABINET•ODD WOOD
CHAIRS•OAK PEDESTAL DINING TABLE • LADDER BACK
CHAIRS • OAK BUFFET • ODD TABLES • DESK & CHAIR •
OAK GLASS DOOR KITCHEN CABINET • OAK SECRETARY • OLD CHILDS WAGON & TRICYCLE• AND THE LIST
GOES ON AND ON

•

..

•

MODERN ITEM HIGHLIGHTS
3 PC FRENCH WICKER LIVING ROOM SET • COFFEE
TABLE • END TABLES • RECLINERS • SIDE CHAIRS •
CONSOLE TV • MAGIC CHEF REFRIGERATOR •
FRIGIDAIRE STOVE • KENMORE WASHER & DRYER •
CHEST OF DRAWERS • GUN CABINET • LINENS •
KITCHEN & HOUSEHOLD MISCELLANEOUS • YARD
FURNITURE• AND ON AND ON
SNAPPER 8HP RIDING LAWN MOWER
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!

COME PREPARED TO SPEND IN DAY!

JAMES R. CASH
-
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502-623-8466 FANCY FARM
THE 'A L t ow. MAC HINE

KY
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COLONIAL charm on
beautiful Olive Blvd near
MSU Campus Recently re
decorated brick home, features, 5br, 4 baths, over
3300 sq ft. of living area
Just now on the market with
Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

Guaranteed - Affordable
— Locally Owned —
David & Tina Stewart
Serving Calloway County

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
436-5560

436-2111

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe WY*, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar.

UgltjDuckling
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Nance's Welding
Service
General Welding & Repairs
- No Job Too Small Home (502)753-1729

EXTREMELY nice brick,
lust outside of town, 1',4
baths, double carport, sun
porch & nice work shop
Price reduced Coleman
RE 753-9898
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft.
new duplex, FallIxook Sub.
Rental income $1100/mo,
Price $130,000 492-8516
or 762-7221.
FOR sale by owner 3 or 41or
2A baths, 5200 sq ft ,
9-10ft ceilings, hardwood
floors, view thru gas fireplace, whirlpool bath,
16x24 master bedroom,
lots of closets In Southwest school distrot with city
utilities on 2 acres with
30x30 shop Must see this
home
Call now at
753-4873
GATESBOROUGH Home
4000+ft 2 story, 4BR first
floor, 4 baths, large game
room with bar, study gas
heat & water Walnut ca
binets, Cohan vanities,
Large decks with gazebo,
yard sprinkler system,
fenced back yd lots of new
items & extras, great for
kids_ 753-5940 or
438-5946

(502)853-2841
Murray, KY

Cellular

1988 BERETTA GT, 64xxx
original mi, blue 2dr Call
753-4381

Quality Service

1989 VW Fox, a/c, 4dr .
sunroof, Alpine stereo cassette, 33mpg, ex oond
753-6424 or 753-7356

)B r<,\ othef,

Free Estknates
LandscOng
Hedge Trimming

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal

24 Hour Service

Stump Removal

Tree Service

Cleanup Service
Li;ht Haag, Etc

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

1990 GMC Safari Mini-van,
loaded, $8,500 489-2739
after 5

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

1992 CHRYSLER LeBaron
LX cony, 24xxx, loaded
$10,500 489-2739 alter 5

Central Heating & Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

1993 CHEV Cavalier Wagon, air, auto, extra nice
Williams Used Cars, office492 - 8898
home 492-8873

NHL

A AMERICAN

1993 WkZDA Protege LX,
1 owner, low miles, price
reduced Call 759-9405

Murray, Ky.

ANTIQUE 68 LeSabre, excellent condition $3500
firm 759-9535

Yam

PROFESSIONAL floor
covering installation, carpet, vinyl, hardwood, tile
Satisfaction gauranteed
901-247-3089
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or com
mercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Mg STANDARD

(502) 435-4699

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

1990 LUMINA APV, excelent condition, loaded
489-2218

Ti help yes Om par New Kitchen sr Bathroom

1991 ASTRO Van, 1
owner Call 435-4186

for free quote or emesuldmg.

Call 753-6869

WILL haul mulch
753-6226, 753-4168
WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's, camcorders, fliCTOWave6 Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair- tree
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557

FREE log cabin logs already stacked 436-2766

.41

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime 13i Appointment

vacy and year round convenience.

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding.
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal
502-436-5744

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. Houses, mobile homes, brick & vinyl
buildings, R V.'s, sidewalks Free Estimates,
502-753-6490
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MARC'S Lawn Service
753-6226, 753-4168
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE: carpentry, painting, electrical, siding, other
maint
&
apt
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadness an 2 days to
advaecef

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers
are
requested to chock the first
insertion of their ads for
say error. Murray Ledser
& Does will he teepeeWM* for °lay see loose
rect imeedlos. key error
should be reported lir
asediatety se correctiosa
is. be made.
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We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
Bruce

FREE Estimates: 753-8343

L.aaatintanaknotassavistiassamemaw:
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Specializing In Custom Kachen Cabinets & Vanities

)1

Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.

Year Itleassronsssist-Wel add To SE Year hisoda"
iii 118 AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE SQUARE

'Pm Us

(Nest to Rudy's)
OPEN 1dON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture

753-0981
Ii
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ace

SUNBURY

MURRAY (Rotund. Bunny Breach
753 5940

ANN111...aumg411111
‘
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ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

E3iC
TH
MP

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • M Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience - Free Estimates
Murray, Kentucky

LAWN care, mowing & trimming. 436-2528.

DE
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DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560

DE
marl
Why
wher
on to

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your pri-

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V. 759-4734,

D W Welding, portable Aluminum, mild steel, stainless, cast iron Evening/
weekend hours Call David
at 436-5638

By P

502-759-1333

D COLSON, roofing, siding, general home repairs
474-8739

Locations Coast to Coast

FOR THE BEST CALL VERNON NANCE

1989 NISSAN Sentra, 4dr
auto, air, am/fm radio,
100xxx mi excellent condition, $3500 492-8399

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.

COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation- RepairReplacement. 436-2667..

1988 AUDI 5000 S excellent condition, 135xxx mi
$4300 753-3293 after
6pm

1988 DODGE Aries, 77xxx
mi, auto, new tires Williams Used Cars, office
492-8898,
home
492 8873

CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $2500 per room.
Free deodorizing.
436-2654

Need Garbage Pickup?

,

BAGWELL Subdivision in
Murray, brick ranch style
house, 3br, 2 baths, fireplace, freshly painted, new
carpet.2 car garage, big
yard w/extra lot $86,000
436-5715.

CARPET binding and fringing Cal Enger Custom Design Carpets at 436-2347,
day or night.

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts_ We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191

D & T
HAULING

1973 CADILLAC Eldorado
convertible, very good mechanically, beautiful red
leather interior 753-5531
1973 MERCEDES Benz,
450 SL with hard and soft
top, Tobacco Brown Beautiful car, 753-4879 after
5pm

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

America's Second Car
3BR 1 bath brick 3 miles
So 121 City water & cable,
new roof & decking central
h/a, recently redecorated,
$59,500 759-1874 days,
759-4561 evenings

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

Or 24 Hr/Day Call 800-589-3802

rffillatOtt1
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APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

Vinyl siding, painting
decks, addrsons. roofing
20yrs experience, free esb
mates 753-2592

753-5814

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
•Ititchen Cabinets & Vanities
•OffIce Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St (next to Lusher Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair'Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it illegal to advertise any preference,limitation or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, or intention to make any
such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation ofthe
law.All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam, (703) 648-1000.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR DR GOTT. I'm a happily
married woman in my middle 40s
Why can't I have an orgasm any more
when having sex? This has been going
on for almost a year.
DEAR READER: Anorgasmia (lack
of orgasm) has many causes, especially in women. Aside from the usual
considerations — depression, distractions and fatigue — women may fail to
achieve orgasm because of several
physical causes, including pain and
gynecological disorders.
In addition, technique plays a large
role.
You may be interested in the recent
reports showing that only a third of
healthy women achieve orgasm
through intercourse. This may come
as an unwelcome surprise to most
men, but it's probably true because a
woman's sexual arousal depends less
on her physiological cues than on
environmental factors.
For example, women are much
more likely to "screen" the situation
before taking action; they may worry a

lot about pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, whether the children
are safely asleep, and so forth. Also.
they may need more sexual stimulation than they receive.
The best sex therapist I ever knew
used to state that the hand, mouth
and penis all give sexual satisfaction
— in descending order of importance
Consequently, you may need to analyze your family situation. Most crucial: Do you share the responsibility
for sexual satisfaction? Do you dictate
the terms of it or the pace of it?
Basically. does your husband take the
time to pleasure you?
Many women believe there is something wrong with them if they don't
have orgasm through intercourse
alone. This is a culturally oriented
misperception.
I advise you to share your concerns
with your gynecologist and have an
examination to make sure that there is
no physical cause for your anorgasmia. Also, consider involving your husband in learning ways to pleasure you
during the sex act. Most men are more
than willing to discover what "turns
on" their wives. In fact, such an open

communication can be extremely
stimulating to both partners
If you check out physically, you
surely may begin again to have
orgasm once you involve your partner
in the exciting awareness of your
needs.
Because more information may be
important to this discovery. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Where to Find Sex
Information." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill
Station, New York. NY 10150. Be sure
to mention the title.
i995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
DID YOU HEAR THE NEWS?
THIS PLACE IS GOING TO
BE IN A SOOK!

SOME WRITER IS DOING
SOOK ON GREAT L.UNC14
COUNTERS,AND CAME I•ERE
TO CHECK
US OUT'

ISN'T IT GREAT?'
TmouSANDS OF PEOPLE
COut.0 SEE THAT 60010!

ITS SORT OF ORDINARY,
1 SUF'POSE BUT I LIKE
To NAVE IT APAND

Ten years ago
Forty-two students from Calloway County were among almost
500 scholarship recipients honored at the annual Winners'
Circle reception at Murray State
University.
Marlene Slaughter, Jeannie
Morgan, Kay Dyer, Marion Outland, Martha McCallon and
Marion Wyatt are serving as
officers of Murray Chapter of
Professional Secretaries
International.
Deena Denise Dailey and
David Wayne Jones were married
Aug. 4 at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Stanley and Teresa Colson, a
boy to James and Brenda Garriott, a girl to Gary and Rita
McKnight, a girl to Terry and
Jennie Coursey, and a boy to Stephen and Sharon Miller, Sept. 13.
Twenty years ago
Open house and dedication of
Hazel Community Center will be
Sept. 21, according to Sandra
Gallimore, chairman of Center
Committee. Calloway County
Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller

will be speaker, Hazel Mayor Cy
Miller will emcee, The King's
Sons will sing, and Hazel
Woman's Club will serve
refreshments.
Local predictions forsee over
$17 million in farm products
being harvested from Calloway
County farms this year, according
to Calloway County Farm Extension Agent Ted Howard.
Mrs. Mavis McCamish
reviewed the book, Curious
Christians by Dr. H.C. Read at a
meeting of Hazel United Methodist Church Women held at the
home of Mrs. J.R. Herning.
Officers are Mrs. Herning, Mrs.
Tom Scruggs, Mrs. Clate Wilson
and Mrs. Claude White.
Thirty years ago
Phillip D. Mitchell has been
named as a member of MurrayCalloway County Airport Board
by Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller.
Staff Sgt. Jimmy B. Tucker is
serving on a Military Air Transport's new jet transport out of
Charleston Air Force Base, South
Carolina.
Claudine (Shorty) White of

TODAY IN HISTORY

IS IT FICTION OR
NON- GICTION ?

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 19, the 262nd day of 1995. There are 103
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1960, Cuban leader Fidel Castro, in New York to visit the United
Nations, angrily checked out of the Shelburne Hotel in a dispute with
the management.
In 1970, 25 years ago, "The Mary Tyler Moore Show" debuted on
CBS-TV.
In 1984, Britain and China completed a draft agreement on transferring Hong Kong from British to Chinese rule by 1997.
Ten years ago: The Mexico City area was struck by an earthquake
measured at a magnitude of 8.1, the first of two devastating quakes
that claimed some 6,000 lives.
Five years ago: Iraq began confiscating foreign assets from countries that were imposing sanctions against the Baghdad government,
One year ago: U.S. troops peacefully entered Haiti to enforce the
return of exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. President Clinton
expressed satisfaction with the 11th-hour accord that prevented a
U.S.-led invasion, calling it a "good agreement."

CALVIN and HOBBES
FCR 51-10Y4 AND TELL, I
BROUGHT A LITTLE TIM
AIRPLANE

IT REMINDS ME 114AT ASSOON AS I SAYE A LITTLE
MORE MONEY: ILL BT!
TICKET AND PUT SO tAk104
DISTANCE BETWEEN 10l.)
ClIUMPS AND ME, IT WILL
BOGGLE 'OUR MINDS'

CONTRACT BRIDGE

CATHY
DON'T CRASH THE NEW CAR
ON THE WAY HOME FROM
THE DEALER! DON'T CRASH
THE NEW CAR ON THE WAY
HOME FROM THE DEALER!

IT WOULD BE SO HUMIJATTN& WHAT WOULD I SAY
I COULDN'T TELL MY
FRIENDS! I COULDN'T FACE
THE DEALER! HOW COULD
I EVEN ADMIT IT TO THE
INSURANCE COMPANY ??

I'D HAVE TO SNEAK OUT Of
OK. I'm
TOWN IN SHAME! AACK
READY
FOR THE
MIST 0ET THE NEW CAR
HOME WITHOUT CRASHING! KENS
NOW,
GET THE CAR HOME
WITHOUT CRASHING!

A RECORD! FRom
ZERO TO 60
ANMETIE 5 iN
TEN SECONDS!

661166M.46161a5=.,...Yes••••wie.
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
DAwN,DoN'T TURN AMDUND,
taur'MERE'S A GUY IN "
Tiia STAIRWELL VJHO IS,
rlfobftLy 6oRGEOUSI

PRErEND yeui•E
LcoKING IN THE
imopHy CA8E,IAN'
Izoic"riimouGH
TNE GLASS!

THE MOST IMPeerrANT
"THING IS NOT To
LET THEM KNoW
ycOM'E. LtoKING!

South dealer.
It can be seen that in the actual
North-South vulnerable.
hand the king play makes the conNORTH
tract, while the low play loses the
98 7 3
contract. The question is whether
A 42
South can reasonably be expected to
• 10 7
play East, who did not bid, for the
QJ 8 4
ace, rather than West, who did bid.
WEST
EAST
The answer is that the king is the
+ Q6
+ A4
proper play — and there is a very
7
1PKQJ108
good reason for it. The fact is that
•QJ952
•8 6 4 3
South cannotsensibly hope to make
47
+1096532 the contract if East has the queen of
SOUTH
spades and West has the ace.This is
•K J 10 5 2
because, after West wins the nine
V 96 5 3
with the ace, he will surely continue
•A K
with the Q-J-10 of hearts, permit4A K
ting East to overruff dummy with
The bidding:
his queen and score the setting trick.
South West
North East
Declarer should consequently as1
2 1P
24
Pass
sume that West has the queen of
4
trumps and East the ace. AccordOpening lead — king of hearts.
ingly, he should rise with the king at
trick two and,when it wins the trick,
Some ofthe mostdifficultguesses play another trump to make the
encountered in the play can be solved contract.
by making necessary assumptions
The principle that applies is that
dictated by the particular circum- it is incorrect to make an assumpstances of the deal.
tion that is certain to lead to defeat.
Take this case where declarer In the present case, it is far better to
wins the heart lead in dummy and assume-that East has the ace and
returns the nine ofspades,on which West the queen, because if that asEast follows low. Should South play sumption materializes,the contract
low or should he put up the king?
is assured.
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PEANUTS

THE BASES ARE LOADED
AGAIN, AND THERE'S STILL
NOBODY OUT,,
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1995

1 Weekendwelcoming
abbr.
5 Amphibian
9 Vehicle for
Ralph
Kramden
12"— — Paar
13 Non-profit
org.
14 Metric
measure
15 Pieces of cut
lumber
17 Mr. Asner
18 Horse's
mouthpiece
19 King of
beasts
21 Holey
cheese
23 Lawyer
27 Diphthong
28 Chicago
airport
29 Show —
31 Stitch
34 Sodium
symbol
35 Sgt.
37 Soft food

39 —
40 Opp. of
WSW
42 "- will be
done"
44 At no time
46 — Manchu
48 Sliminess
50 "We're — —
see the
wizard"
53 Reward
54 "0 Sole —"
55 Newhart ID
57 Limb
61 Part of ETA
62 Construction
beam
(2 wds.)
64 Neck part
65 Q-U linkup
66 Long story
67 Eye
moistener
DOWN
1 Vat
2 Mail center
abbr.
3 CaN — —
day
4 Deserted in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CI1313 MEM IBM
MOO MOPNO MOO
PCIEHMICI
poR CIAppg
@MOM DO MUMMA
MOM MUU0 13001:0
OU UNCIMUMM MU
ORM 101020 IMO
MUUMM MIA Mad
UMMOffl ONO
OUQUOM OILIMUMU
MOO IMMO DAM
OMM UOMMO MOU
9.190 1995 United Feature Syndicate
love
5 "Sounder
actress
6 Felix Unger's
roommate
finds.)
7 King topper
8 June
honorees
9 Infants
10 'Trinity"

ME= ME= MEM
MEMM ME= MEM
MEMMEM MU MEM
EMMA WWII=
WWWMMEMW WM
ME= WNW Mal
WM WEN WNW WM
WMW MEW WNW=
WM EMWMEMIIM
MdMMW WM=
Win WW MUMMA
dill WM.
MOM 'MEM iiIMMM

author
11 Deposits
16 Aim
20 Beak
22 NW state
23 First-rate
(2 yids.)
24 'Less —
Zero"
25 Thanks, in
Britain
26 Canine cry
30 Sillier
32 Sight organs
33 "Star —"
36 Exclamation
38 Jewelry item
41 Work
43 — Kippur
45 Brother of
Odin
47 Guide's low
note
49 Horselike
mammal
50 Fikndom's
Dr. Thivago
51 Evergeen
trees
52 Kimono
sashes
56 Cagers' leeg.
58 No (Scottish)
59 Acct.
80 That woman
83 "Jennifer 8'
actor (inits.)

Murray has returned home after
spending two months as water ski
and canoe instructor at Camp
Wa-Kis, New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cochran
and children, Ronnie, Johnny,
Melinda and Renee, of Princeton,
Ind., have been the guests of their
parents, Mrs, Zepha Cochran and
Mr. and Mrs. Headley Swift.
Forty years ago
Milford Hicks was named as a
member of Murray Fire Department by Murray City Council to
take the place of A,J. Marshall
who has resigned.
Bert T. Williams, 58, died
Sept. 18 at Murray Hospital from
injuries sustained in an accident
on South Sixth Street, Murray, on
Sept. 13.
Jo Ellis, Brenda Young, Joan
Smith, Sonya Greenfield, Julia
Beach, Linda Hale, Rachael Baker, Sharion Gordon, Jane Jones,
and Leona Lawrence are new
officers of Kirksey High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America. Mrs. Ray Brownfield
is sponsor.
Mrs. Norman Hale directed a
program on "Growing in Grace
and Knowledge" at a meeting of
Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church, Murray.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: A reader signed
"Worried About Mom in Washing
ton." whose mother had sold her
home and moved into m retirement
center where the residents kepi
• harping about their ache, and
pains, prompted nit to write my
first letter to you.
For the IS ,years my husband
was retired, we heard nothing hut
"sick talk" at the senior center
where we occasionally attended
potluck luncheons.
We tried to introduce another
subject. These people just sat there.
not Iistening, but waiting for us to
stop talking so they could go back to
complaining iliout their aches and
pains, and finally about fum,rals
and cemeteries We found it so
depressing. we just gays' up Surely
there must be more to retirement
than the constant harping on aches,
pains and death.
If there was one thing I learned
atthesemorcenter,dwasneverto
ask,"How ire you'."
A POSITIVE Ni -YEAR-(
IADY, EUGENE,I/RE
DEAR POSITIVE: I'm sorry
your experience was negative.
However, not all seniors in
retirement centers are preoccupied with failing health and
death. Read on for an example:
DEAR ABBY: I. too. live in :I
retirement center. There are not
only well people here, but altil) thOSC
who require assistance with dressing, showering, pill-taking, etc..
well as those who require total can'
If you don't like wheelchairs or
walkers in your hallways and lobbies, don't move into such a place —
choose a small condominium.
I am 82 years old, still drive, and
volunteer all over the place. Most
mornings, I go to the dining room
and help fold napkins, work at the
sundry shop, play cards. games, do
puzzles — anything I can volunteer
for. I also crochet afghans and
donate them. I, too, ache with osteoporosis and arthritis, hut I don't sit
around grouching about it. I keep
busy!
RETIREE AT A RETIREMENT
VILLAGE,CAPE CORAL, FLA.
* * *
DEAR ABBY: I am a psychotherapist, and much of my work
involves traumatic death and injury
counseling. I am becoming increasingly aware of trauma experienced
by friends and co-workers who,
when they phone the family to
express sympathy and support, get
an answering machine with the
recorded voice of the deceased.
Abby, please suggest that families immediately record a new message advising callers of the recent
loss, and expressing appreciation
for the call. The family can save the
original tape if they wish, but a new
tape for callers would eliminate confusion, and spare feelings.
ROBERT R. LABERGE,
REDWOOD CITY. CALIF
DEAR DR. LABERGE: I
appreciate the suggestion. Suddenly hearing the recorded
voice of the deceased can affect
people in a variety of ways.
Some may be comforted; others
may be saddened, or even traumatized.

DEAR ABBY: I want you to
know that you made someone very
happy. About six weeks ago, you
had an article in your column by
Julia Ruth, Babe Ruth's daughter.
I wrote and asked you if you
would kindly forward my mother's
name and address to Julia Ruth, as
she and my mother had been childhood friends and had lost track of
each other.
Well, you followed through
because Julia called my mother last
week and they had a wonderful conversation. It was a thrill for both of
them'to find each other after so
many years. Thank you, Abby, for
making that reunion possible.
ISABEL'S DAUGHTER,
WESTTOWN,PA.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Mary Sue Campbell Williams

Harold Wayne Turner

Mrs. Mary Sue Campbell Williams, 93, died Sunday. Sept. 17,
1995, at her home at South Fulton, Tenn. Her death was from an
apparent heart attack.
Mrs. Williams, a retired school teacher, and her husband, the late
Alonzo Williams, served several Church of Christ congregations in
addition to those in Paducah and Fulton.
Born June 12, 1902, at Dresden, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Tom Campbell and Emma Frances Campbell. Also preceding her
in death were one sister, Pauline, and three brothers, Thomas, Charlie
Bruce and Sidney.
Survivors include three nieces, Aileen C. Edwards of Sharon, Tenn.,
Maurine C. Eaton of Dresden, Tenn., and Sidney C. White of Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden, Tenn. Dr. Harvey Elder officiated. Burial was in
Sunset Cemetery, Dresden.

Harold Wayne Turner, 52, Rt. 2, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 18,
1995, at 11:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was employed by West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation. His father, Huston
Bishop Turner, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judy Simmons Turner, one daughter, Mrs. Victoria Dennis and husband, Rob, Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Rava Nelle Mathews, Louisville; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Anglea
Jackson and husband, Ken, Castleburg, Fla., and Mrs. Tammy Brimo
Hack and husband, Mohamad, Orlando, Fla.; one stepson, Russell
Usher, Rt. 2, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Phyllis Tucker and husband,
Terry, Draffenville, and Debris Edwardson, Louisville; half brother,
Chuck Morton, Terra Haute, Ind.; one grandchild, Kriston Leigh Dennis; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Hallie Williams, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Mrs. Cora Mae Henson
The funeral for Mrs. Cora Mae Henson will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in Kirksey Cemtery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Henson, 61, Rt. 1, Almo, died Monday, Sept. 18, 1995, at 3
a.m. at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Melvin Henson; one
brother, George Dunn, and her parents, Louie Dunn and Fear! Mae
Carroll Dunn.
Survivors include one daughter, Reba May Henson, Almo; one son,
Johnny William Henson, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Betty Roberts and
husband, N.D., and Mrs. Mary Sue Henson and husband, Milburn,
Murray, and Mrs. Larue (Rudy) Zollinger and husband, Cecil, and
Mrs. Beauton Trimble, Benton; three brothers, Isaac Dunn, Ledbetter,
J.D. Dunn and wife, Janice, Dexter, and Charles Dunn and wife,
Ruby, Murray; one grandson, Kevin Scott Lamb.

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor
My sincere thanks and appreciation to the men of Poplar Springs Baptist
Church, for building the ramp for me to go in and out. They really did an
excellent job on it.
It means so much to me to have such a support group as the Center for
Accessible Living, and the love and friends of my church, and for the
generous labor of love they did for me.
Geraldine O'McKinney
RR #5, Box 778, Murray, KY. 42071

Nisi gala lilerist hem nest. no. 10, NM
ILsolosii Prelims Area NsNNW Import Wolin 3
Sopfs.NMI=ISAd.IN NA 3N Sorrow
GIN .2546 low Sew Nos* 11.10
146.1647.40
US 1-2 23111-NI
$13.36-4AI
US 1-2 21111-Ell lbs.
$411.111-46.14
US 1-3 2311-330 lbs.
S46-01411.00
US 34 301-2711
Sows
$31.1111-33-00
US 1-2 2741-N•
132.114-33.AS
US 1-3 311-431
NBAS-31.00
US 1-3 41111-535
S3S.N-37.00
US 1.3 325 sod up lbs.
S30.011-31.30
US 2.3 3Nsgelebs.
Boors Et1
Woodmen s
'commitment to its
members has led to a
century-old business
strategy of financial
strength and stability.
To find out more
about Woodmen
insurance, contact:

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Funeral rites for Clarence C. Metzger will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Jim Stahler will give
the eulogy.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
Mr. Metzger, 77, Wiswell Road, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 16,
1995, at 6:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. •
He was a retired rural mail carrier. Born Sept. 7, 1918, he was the
son of the late James and Cora Metzger.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emma K. Metzger; four daughters,
Mrs. Lois Eisenhart, Clearmore, Okla., Mrs. Gayle Achey and Mrs.
JoAnn Kichline„ Hellertown, Pa., and Mrs. Mary Ann Bender, Coppersburg, Pa.; one son, Louis Kulscher, Hellertown, Pa.; one sister,
Mrs. Vyona Welch and one brother, Arthur Metzger, Bethlehem, Pa.;
11 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Jim Crick
Woodman Bldg.
3rd &Mapla,Murray
489-2322

Life Insurance Society
Noose Office: Omsk& liebraelta

Stock Market Report

Graveside rites for Eulos Green are today at 1 p.m. at Mount Zion
Baptist Cemetery, Paducah. The Rev. Larry Davidson is officiating.
Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Green, 88, Paducah, died Sunday, Sept. 17, 1995, at 11:30 a.m.
at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Hazel Riley Green, two daughters, Mrs. Odessa Wallace and Ms. Patsy Green, two sisters and one brother preceded him in
death. A retired livestock dealer, he was the son of the late Thomas
and Nancy Nanny Green of Marshall County.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nancy McGrady, Paducah,
and Mrs. Ruby Nell Cook, Warren, Mich.; six sons, Carl and Harold
Green, Paducah, Raymond and Edwin Green, Ballard County, Bobby
Green, Carlisle County, and Luther Green, Lyon County; three sisters,
Mrs. Virgie Byerly, Benton, Mrs. Audie Smith, Murray, and Mrs.
Reba Hopper; two brothers, Earlie and Mayshack Green, Mayfield; 21
grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
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Advertising Deadline

Consumer Information

September 19

October 2
4-H
October 5
Homecoming
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Car Care Specials
October 17
Cosmetology
October 30
Halloween Safety Page
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September Special $1.25 gal.

Hilliard Lyons
:! Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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The Kentucky
Network
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Jeremy and Jason Ticknor, and
Amy Mize, all of Murray, Shane
Ticknor, Clearwater, Fla., and
Gordon, Glenn and Andrew
Roberts, Mountain Home, Idaho.

ILW"

NEW SERVICE

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

AL Woodmen
of the World

Eulos Green

Services for Mrs. Velma Ellen
Roberts were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons officiated.
Pallbearers were Dick Gay,
Jim Waters, Larry Cunningham,
Jeremy Ticknor, Jason Ticknor
and David Alexander. Burial was
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Roberts, 65, Murray, died
Saturday, Sept. 16, 1995, at 3:24
p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Her husband, Gordon W.
Roberts, died Nov. 9, 1991. She
was a member of Memorial Baptist Church. Born Sept. 26, 1929,
at Puaski, N.Y., she was the
daughter of the late Morris Stacy
and Irene Spencer Stacy.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Kathy Alexander and
husband, Ricky, Murray, and
Penny Jo Roberts, Yakama,
Wash.; one son, Randy S.
Roberts and wife, Glenda, Mountain Home, Idaho; one sister,
Mrs. Faye Irvin, Mexico, N.Y.;
one brother, Fenton Stacy, Syracuse, N.Y.; seven grandchildren,

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

Clarence C. Metzger

Mrs. Velma Ellen Roberts

TVA has commissioned 125 federal police officers to carry out law
enforcement duties in a seven-state region after receiving the goahead from U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno. The new officers
were formerly TVA Public Safety Officers. The officers were corn-.
missioned in a ceremony at Norris Dam on Tuesday, September
12. The officers, who formerly had varying state and local enforcement authority, now have uniform federal authority to protect
and serve the public at TVA lands and recreational facilities
throughout the Tennessee Valle). Employees chosen for the TVA
Police successfully completed a rigorous selection and training
process,,which included an 11-week law enforcement course at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. Pictured with Officer
Van G. Smith of Murray (above) and Officer Ben T. Booker of
Hardin (below) are TVA Board members from (left) Chairman
Craven Crowell, and directors Johnny H. Hayes and William H.
Kennoy.

Helping Right Here in
Our Community.

HOG MARK

December
December
December
December
December
TBA

The sons of Confederate Veterans was founded in 1896
for the purpose of preserving
and defending the history
and principles of the Old
South. It still serves today as
a means for a gentleman to
honor his Southern ancestry
with memorial. historical and
educational activites
If you are a male descendant
of an ancestor who fought for
the Confederacy, claim your
Heritage NOW with pride.
Contact the undersigned for
membership
information Call 1-800-MY-SOUTH or
1-800-MY-DIXIE.
''No nation can long survive without pride in its
tradition "
Winston Clturchill

7
Basketball Preview
12, 19
Gift Certificates
19
Christmas Coloring Book
22, 29
Don't Drink & Drive
29
First Baby
Murray State Basketball

November 9
October 31
November 30
December 7
December 12
December 19, 26
December 26

(All Is &eject To Quails)

"Not advertising is like winking in the dark,
you know what you are doing, but no one else does."
DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO ADVERTISE
IN THESE SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS!
Call 753-1916 For More Information
Mary Ann Orr • Fran Faith • Lori Andrus • Lori Rowlett
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